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INSTITUTE EXAMINATIONS, 1967-68

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Answers are occasionally omitted or reference is made to earlier Supplements in which questions of substantially the same form, together with
the answers, have been published. Some answers contain more detail than would be expected from candidates under examination conditions.

MATHEMATICS B, 1968
Students were expected to answer any six questions

1. The number of trunks ( N ) required for a given amount of or, 9-307 = l~838q + 2-243r ... . . . (8)
telephone trafiic (A trafi'ic units) 1squoted In three mstancesas: Subtracting equation (7) from equation (8) gives:

fl (St-9 1i 58 1-807 1:0-42951,
, _ 1-807

Assuming a workingformula or, ' _ 6.4295’
N = p A +qA1/z Mar/1113, 44 '207.

calculate the constants p, q and r to 2 decimalplaces. From equation (7),
1-838q :: 7-5 ‐ l-8135r.

Substituting for r in this equation gives:
Substituting each pair of values ofA and N i n the above, the follow- 1.8 3 8 q : 7. 5 _ 1.8135 ><4 207

ing three equations are obtained:

A. 1. N = p A + qu l2 + rA1/3.

= 7-5 ‐ 7-63,
5 = o~9p + 0-91/zq + 0-91/3r,

or, 5 = 0'9p + 0-9487q + 0-9655r. . . . . . . (1) I: “ 0' '3~- 3
11 = 4p + 41/2q + 41/313 q ‐ T%

or, 1 1 = 4p + 21] +1~587r. . . . . . . (2)
z  ‐  0 - 0 7 0 7 ] .

20 = 109 + 101/24 + 101/3’3 From equation (2),
or, 20 = 1 0 p + 3'1621] + 2'154)‘ . . . .... (3) 4p ; 1 [ _ 2q _ 1'5871'.

Note. The values of All2 may be obtained from a table of square Substituting for q and r in this equation gives:
roots whilst those of A1/3 may be obtained direct from the values of
3 1 /n or 3VIOn given in most books of 4-figure logarithmic and other 4p ' ‘ 11 _ 7-X (_ 0 07071) '‑
tables. If the latter tables are not available, the required values are
easily deducible from logarithms. 11+ 0-14142 _, 6-677,

. . . 4 . fi l l -1414 ‐6-677 .Mult1p1y1ng equation ( l ) by F9 g i v e s :
, 4.14514

22-222 = 417 + 4'216q + 4-29r. . . . . . .(4); 4110. 0357.8 " 4 ’
Subtracting equation (2) from equation (4) gives: 0-9487 T-9771+ T 1' 1161'

11-222 = 2-216q + 2-703r. ...... (5) 4 2.16 3433: “Crew“: to 2 dwma' p ' “ “ ’

i 0 9655 T~984717 1 7 ‐ 31'12 a___= ‘ 0 ' 0 7 " f 4'7-1‑Multiplying equation (2) by 3 gives: 4.29 m

Na Log,
l 1~222 I -0500
l -838 0'26444‑

2-2l6 0'3456‐
9-307 0~9688
2703 0-4319
1-838 0-2644+

2216 043456‑
2-243 0'3507
1-807 0'2570
0-4295 T6330‑
4'207 0~6240
l~8l35 02585
4207 0-624o+

I'587 0~2006
4'207 0~6240+

1-587x4-207,

Q. 2. The cu1rent i mA in a circuit at a time tms [10111the dome of27.5 = 101; + Sq+ 3-9675r. ...... (6) a switchtsgiven by

Subtracting equation (3) from equation (6) gives: i = 150 _ 3-0'4')
Derite an expression for t in terms o f '1.

T5 = 1.838‘1+ 1.8135" ° ' ' “ ' (7) Plot the graph ofifrom t= 0 to t= 6. Hum the gmph, estimate1-838 when i is 50 per cent of its ultimate value. Verify your result by
Multiplying equation (5) b y ‐2 216 gives: calculation.

A- 2- 1=1511 - 6-041)1-838 _ 1--838r .11222 > < ‐ - ‐2‐'_-216 ‐ 1 8 3 8 q + 2 703 x‐ 2 _ ‐2 1 6 1 3 3 1 5 _156_0'4’‑



fl

MATHEMATICS B, 1968 (continued)
'. 15e'0‘4' = 15‐ i,

1 5 ~ i
1 5 '

Tak ing logarithms to base e gives:

‐0-4t:10ge(15‐15:‐i),

or, c-0'4t =

or, t = ‐2-510g°(1§§i)
The graph may be plotted from the following table of values:

IZ'S

|0

cunmm
( M )

7-5

2'5

1 (ml)

The ultimate value of i occurs when t = 00. At this value crow is
zero and hence i = 15mA. ‘

Therefore, half the ultimate value of i 157-5 mA. Fromthe graph,
this occurs when t = 1-733 ms.

From the expression for t obtained in the first part of the answer,
with i = 7-5 mA.,

15 ‐- 7-5I ‐- ' ‐ ' 25103; (_15‐)m5,
=  ‐2 - 5 1 0 g e O - 5 ,
= ‐ 2-5 x ‐0-6932,
=1-733ms.

Thus, by calculation, t = 1-733 ms which verifies the value measured
from the graph. ' _ ‐ ‘

Q. 3. The outer conductor of a coaxial cable is of internal diameter
D and the radial separation between outer and inner conductors is s.
The inner conductor is solidandof the same metalasthe outer conductor.

Derive a formula for the thickness t of the outer conductor if it has
the same d.c. resistance as the inner conductor.

Calculate t i fD = 1-2 cm, s = 0-3 cm.

A. 3. The sketch shows a cross-section of the coaxial circle of
internal diameter D.

The resistance, R, of: a uniform length of conductor, I, whose cross‑
sectional area is A is g i v e n by :

where p is the resistivity of the metal forming the conductor.
In comparing resistances of the outer and inner conductors forming

the coaxial cable, p may be disregarded since it has the same value
for either conductor. Also I may similarly be disregarded, since the
lengths of inner and outer conductors must be assumed equal.

1Thus, R cc].
If the outer conductor of thickness t is to have the same d.c.

resrstance.as the inner conductor, it follows from the above that the
cross-sectional areas of both conductors must be the same.

For the inner conductor, the diameter is (D - 2s) from the sketch.
D ‐ z zA m , =fi_4_->
D 2t 2 2and, A W , : Lit‐l-a%_

Hence, for equal resistances:
77(D ‐‐ 2s)2 _ n ( D + 2t)2 7702

4  r  ‐ 4 ‐  ‘  T ’
or, (D - 2s)2 = (D + 2t)2 ‐ D2.

(D + 2t)2 = (D ‐ 2s)2 + D2,
D2 + 4Dt + 4t2 = (D ‐- 2s)2 + D2,

or, 4t2 + 4Dt ‐ (D ‐ 25)2 z 0.
This is a quadratic equation in t and hence, from the general

formula for the quadratic:

t = ‐ 4 D J; «New + 16(D ‐ 2s)2
8 "a

‐ 4 D 1L4\/D2 + (D ‐ 2s)28 9

‐ D i x/D2+(D‐2s)2
_ _ _ 2 _ . _ _ _ '

When D = l - 2 c m and s = 0-3cm,

_  ‐ 1 - 2  i  v m_  _ _ ‐ _ _ 2  _ ‐  ,

_ ‐ 1 - 2 i Vl-s'b'
‐  ‐ ‐ z ‐ “ -
‐ 1 - 2 i 1-342

2 1

= 0-071cm.

Q. 4. The table gives the collector current i mA for values of the
collector voltage 0 volts applied to a transistor in a common emitter
configuration.

0 3 5 7 9
i 2-20 2-85 3-65 4-65

Plot suitable variables to verify the formula i = aekv relating these
measurements. From the graph find the constants a andk.

A. 4.
Taking natural logarithms,

i = aek”.

logei = loge a + kv.



MATHEMATICS B, 1968 (continued)
Let log¢ i=1 ,and log¢a=A.

Then I = A + kv, where I and v are variables whilst A and k are
constants. This law is of the linear form y = ax + b, and hence, it
I plotted against it yields substantially a straight-line graph, the law
i = aekv will beverified. The graph may beplotted from the following
table of values:

3 4
2-20 ‘

5 7 l 9
2-85 3-65 i 4-65

1-0470-7885 .

The graph is shown in the sketch. The four plotted points lie
substantially on a straight line, thus verifying the law i = aek‘l‘.

0-8

o z 4 e 9 I0
v (vous)

Taking the co-ordinates of two widely-separated points A and B
which actually he on the straight-line graph of the sketch, the gradient,
k, is given by, k =1-665 -‐ 0-673

10 ‐ 2 ’
= 0-9928 )

= 0-124.
The value _of A is now obtained by substitution in 1 = A + kit,

of the co-ordmates of any pornt on the graph, say point A, together
with the measured value of k.

Thus, 0-673 = A + 0-124 x 2,
or, A = 0-673 ‐ 0-248,

= 0-425.
But, A = loge a.

'. a = antilogc 0-425,
= 1-53.

Thus, a = 1-53, and k ‐- 0- 124.

Q. 5. (a) State the compound angle formulae for cos (A + B) and
sin (A + 8) . Hence derive

(i) cos 20 in terms of sin 0,
(ii)theformulacosG‐cos¢=‐2sin6-|2-¢sin9_T¢.

p_sin(at+A)
(b)If‐i3_ cosA ’

calculate Agiven w = 1,000,p = 507, a = 12°.

A .  5 .  ( a ) c o s ( A + B ) = c o s A c o s B ‐ s i n A s i n B .
sin(A +B)=s inAcosB+cosAs inB.

( i ) cos 20= cos(0 + 9),
==00820-‐sin20. . . . . . . ( 1 )

But, sin2 8 + cos2 0 = 1 ,
or, 0052 0 = 1 ‐ sin2 0.

Substituting cos2 0 from equation (2) into equation ( I ) gives
cos 20 = 1 ‐ 2sin2 6.

( i t ) cos (A + B) = cos A cos B ‐ sin A sin B .
It may beshown that the above, in common with the other addition

theorem, is true for angles of any magnitude. Hence, put t ing ( ‐ -B)
for B gives,

cos (A ‐ B) = cos A cos (~‐B) ‐ sin A sin ( ‐ B ) .
But, cos ( ‐ B ) = cos B,
and, sin ( ‐ 8 ) = ‐ sin 8.
‘. cos (A ‐ B) = cos A cos B + sin A sin B.

Hence, cos (A + B) ‐ cos (A ‐ B) = ‐2 sin A sin B. ...... (3)
L e t A + B = 0 , a n d A ‐ B = ¢ .

Then, adding 0 and (13, gives

2A = 6 + (I), or, A : 0_’§h_¢_

Subtracting 0 and 45gives \

Z B = 6 ‐ ¢ , or,B=‐;‐.
Substituting for A and B in equation (3) gives

COS 0 ‐ cos 45= ‐2 sin 0 2- ¢ sin 6 2 45. Q.E.D.

pwsin(a+ A)
(b) w ‐ cos A ’

_ sin accosA + cosasinA
_ cos A ’

= sina + cosatan A.

Substituting the values given in this equation,
. o , fi 507sm 12 + cos 12 tan A a “1,000’

or, 0-2079 + 09781tan A = 0-507.
0-9781 tan A= 0-507 ‐ 0-2079,

: 0-2991. No- Lox‑
0-2991 7-4758

or, tan A = 3-333: 0-9731 T-9903~
ran 17" T4855

A = 1_7°.

Q. 6. (a) Thepositive numbers a, b, cform ageometricalprogression.
Prove

( i ) b2= ac,
( i i ) log a, log b, and log cform an arithmeticalprogression.
(b) State andprove a rule for converting a logarithm to base a into a

logarithm to base b.
Given log“; 3 = 04771, calculate log; 10, and use this value to find

l o g 2-7 without using mathematical tables.

A. 6. (a) If a, b and c form a geometrical progression then,
( i ) b = or, and c = hr = ar2,

where r is the common ratio.
b 0Thus, l‘ -‐ E -‐ B

or, b2= ac. QED.
( i i ) logb = log (or),

= log a + log r.
logb‐‐loga = logr. ...... (1)

Also, logc = log (br),
= l o g b + logr.

log c‐ logb= logr. ... . . . (2)
Hence, from equations (1) and (2), it can beseen that loga, logb and
logo form an arithmetical progression whose common difference is
og r.

3



MATHEMATICS B, 1968 (continued)
(b) Consider a number N and let 10ga N :=p.
Then by definition of a logarithm:

N = a”.
logb N = logb (alt),

= p logb a.
But, 17= log" N.

'. logh N = loga N x log,, a.

Thus. to convert the logarithm of a number N to base a to the
llogtlirithm of the same number to base b it is necessary to multiply it

y 08b a.
Assuming again that loga N = p, i.e. N = a”,

then. logN N = log“ (up).
= p log; a.

But, logN N r: l, andp r: loga N._ _ 1.. loga N ‐ _logNa.
Thus, if logio 3 = 0-4771,

1
10910 ‘2 0-4771’

= 2096.

27log; 2 7 ‐ log; F)’

= 10g3(33) ‐ logs 10,
= 3 ‐ 2-096.

log32-7 = 0904.

Q. 7. In Fig. 1 the phasors (vectors) 1,4,13, 1c represent, in magnitude
and phase relationship, the r.m.s. currents taken from a three-phase
supply.

The phasor sum of 1,4, 13 and 1c gives the r.m.s. current IR in the
common return wire of this three-phase system. Find graphically or
otherwise the magnitude of IR and its phase relative to 1,4.

In

6-ZAHPS

7-4 AMPS

It:
Fig. 1

A. 7. The vectors 1,4, 15 and [C may be resolved along Cartesian
axes Ox and Oy, Ox being taken conveniently in the direction of
1,4 asshown in the sketch.

Then 13 resolves into two components, Obx and Oby, such that
0by = 5-8 cos (110° ‐ 90°), 2“; 02:54

= 5- 8 cos 20°, cos 20° T~9730+
= 5-45 amps. 0.7364

and Ob,‘ = 5-8 sm 20°, 5  - 8  0 7 6 3 4
= 1984amps. sin 20° 1-5341+

0-2975

Similarly I, may be resolved into the two components, Cox and
Ocy, where
4

1| 2 5'5 AMPS

IA=6'2AHPS

tcz7-4 AMPS

0g : 7~4cos(115° ‐ 90°), N ~ Log‑
_> . a 7-4 0‘8692
" Z 35705 25 ’ cos 25° T~9573+
; - amps,

0'8265and OCx = 74 Sin 25097 . 74 08692
= 3 127 amPS- sin 25° T-szs‘) :»

0'4951
The components 0bJ|= and chact in the same direction, opposite

to that of 1,4, and are hence additive.
Obx + Co” =1~984 + 3-127,

; 5-111 amps.
The resultant vector in the direction 0x is given by

ORX = 6-2 ‐ 5'111,
: 1-089 amps.

The components Oby and QC), act in opposite directions along the
axts Oy and hence their resultant is given by

0cy -‐ Oby = 6-707 ‐ 5 4 5 ,
= 1-257 amps.

and this will act in the direction 0cy since this component is the greater.
This is shown as OR, in the sketch.
The resultant of ORx and ORy is given by

OR2 2 Osz + ORyz, ' Na. Log.

: 1-0892 + 1-2572, Egg. ‘g’gzgl‘é
T 1'186 + 1580, 1.2572 0:1986
= 2-766.

OR = 1663 amps. No. Log.
OR 1-257 0-0993

Also tan LRXO : __y, 1-089 0-0370‑
OR" 006231-257

_ 1-089'
LRXOR = 49° 6'.

Hence, by calculation, IR = 1-663 Amps, and this lags 49° 6’
behind1,4,using the conventional counterclockwise rotationof vectors.

Note ‐The resultant IR may be obtained graphically from the
construction shown dotted in the sketch. In this, starting with 014
and using the chain rule, the line 1413 is drawn parallel to 013 and
of appropriate magnitude to represent it to the same scale. Similarly
IBIR is drawn parallel to 01C and in the same direction, again using
the same scale. Then the closing line OIR represents the resultant IR
in magnitude and direction.

. . . . d
Q. 8. Derive from first prtnaples an expression for _y‘ where

3 d"y  =  _ + 4 x + 5 .x
Sketch the graph of y against x, showing both positive and negative

values of x, and marking clearly any asymptotes.
Find the paint (or points) on the curve at which toil-g = 0.



MATHEMATICS B, 1968 (continued)

A . s . y=§+4x+5 . . . . . . ( 1 )

Suppose x increases by a small amount 6x and let 6y be the cor‑
responding change in y.

Thcny+6y=;‐j‐‐$+4(x+6x)+5. . . . . . . ( 2 )

Subtracting equation (1) from equation (2) gives

6 3 3y ‐m + 4 x + 4 6 x + 5 ‐E ‐4 x ‐S ,
3 3

- x 7 3 ; ‐ s + 45x,
__ 3x ‐‐ 3(x + 6x)
_ x(x + 6x)
_ _ _35x_
_ x(x + 6x)

Dividing both sides of the equation by 6x gives

6y____3_. . .
{ E ‐ x ( x + 6 x )

+ 46x,

+ 46x.

+ 4 .

Inthelimitas awe"!=92.

=3+4x+5 20;x

The graph is shown in the sketch, the values of y at x = if and
x = i d } having been added in order to define the shape of the curve
close to zero. As x approaches zero, either from a value below or from
a value above zero, the term - tends to infinity. In symbols this may
bewritten as x

limé = ‐ o o signifying x increasing from a negative value
87’ox towards zero,

limé = +00 signifying x decreasing from a positive value
“ 0 1 5 towards zero.

and

In either case the other terms of y, 4x and 5 become negligible as
x ‐> 0 and hence y ‐> -_I- 00 as x approaches zero.

Hence, the y-axis is an asymptote to the curve at x = 0.
Also, as x becomes very large in magnitude, the term 2 tends to

zero and may be neglected in comparison with 4x + 5. Hence, as

ASVMPTOTE T0 CURVE
AS a: ‐>-n

ASVHFTOTE T0 CURVE
As 5: ‐> 0

-6

y: 3514344

.. -20

x ‐> o o , y ‐ » 4 x + 5 . T h u s t h e l i n e y = 4 x + 5 shown i n the sketch
isanasymptotetothecurvey=§+4x+i

d_x = 75 + 4,

. dy _ 3 _. when d‐E‐ 0, then ‐x‐2+ 4‐ 0 ,

3or, F = 4.
'- x2 = i ,

or, x = £22 = 10-866.

But this is the condition for maximum or minimumvalues and from
the sketch it is evident that a maximum occurs at x = ‐0-866 and a
minimum at x = 0-866

When x = ‐0-866,
3 ‐ V §y ‐V§/2+4 2 + 5 ,

= ‐ 2 \ / § ‐ 2 \ / § + 5 ,
= ‐6-928 + 5 ,
= ‐1-928.

When x = +0-866,
y = 6-928 + 5,

= 11-928.
These two points may also be plotted in order to define the curve

more clearly.
Thus, the points on the curve at which% = 0 are,

x = ‐0-866, y = -1-928, which is a maximum;
and x = +0-866, y = 11-928, which is a minimum.

Q. 9.
4 _.

( i ) L «Am,
(a) Evaluate



MATHEMATICS B, 1968 (continued)
1

( i i ) Jo (3x ‐ x3)2dx. the curve and the x-axis is given by ydx and is wholly negative.
, , T h l b t a ' e d b ' h ' t h k t d t h(b) Find the mean value of the function y = 2x2 ‐ 5x+ 2from invilflefis‘gflgefi, m a ove 1ss own m es eChan earea

x = i to x = 2. Sketch the graph of the function to show the area
involvedin this integrationprocess. Q. 10. (a) On the same diagram draw the vectors which represent the

4 4 complex numbers ‐3 + 12 and 2 + 13 respectively. Prove from the
A. 9_ (a) ( i ) J‘ VEdx = J. x1/2dx, diagram that these vectors areperpendicular.

1 1 Show also the sum of the two vectors on the diagram.
(b) Express in theform a + ‐ j b the roots of the equationxs/z 4

=[§/‐2]I’ 522‐4z+8=0.
= 3143/2 _ 13/21, A. 10. (a ) In the Argand diagram of the sketch,9? is the vector
= HS_ 1] representing the complex number ‐3 + j2 and OQ is the vector

» ’ representing 2 + 13.
_ 14_  T '

( i i ) I; (3x ‐ x3)2dx =J1(9x2 ‐ 6x4 + x6)dx,

= [9_X3 _ 6x5 x7]l
93 5 70

6 1_[3‐§+-7-]‐[01,
_@
‘3_5'

(b) y = 2 x 2 ‐ 5 x + 2 .
The mean value of y from x = i- to x = 2 is given by,

2*(2x2 ‐ 5x + 2)dx
YMean = T s

3 2 2

[e ‐ -;- +2x]= ‐ ‐ ‐ “ ‘ i , From P draw perpendiculars Ppl and sz to the x and y-axes
3/2 respectively; similarly, from Q, draw qu and Q ] ; perpendicular to

2 2 5 2 5 the respective axes.
= §[{§ 23 “' ‐222 + 4} ‐ {3 (D3 ‐ 5 ( £ 2 + l}], Then, in triangles OPp1 and 0Qq1

2 16 1 5 /_Pp10 = L a n o right angles,
= §[3 ‐ 10 + 4 _ 13. + § 1} 0 p 1 = qu numerically,

and P = numer i ca l ] .2 1 2 8 ‐ 2 + 1 5 . P 1 0‘11 Y
‐ 3 24 ‐ 7 ’ Hence the triangles are congruent.

2 141 ‐ 168 APOm = LOQtn- ...... (1)
‐ 3[ 24 ]’ But, in triangle O q u ,

= ‐ ><2‐7 LQ0q1 + 4 0 q u + 90° = 180°,
24 orLQ0q1+4 0 q u =90°. ...... (2)

Adding LQOq; to both sides of equation (1) gives

‐ LPOpi + LQOqi = LOQ41+ /_Q041,
= 90°. from equation (2)

But 41?in = 180°.
LPOQ = 130° ‐ (/_P0P1 + LQOqi) .

= 180° ‐ 90°,
= 91° Q.E.D.

If PR is drawn through P parallel to OQ and QR is drawn through
Q parallel to OP so35 to complete the rectangle OPRQ, then OR

0 is the vector sum of OP and OQ. _ _, _ .
This may be proved by projecting OR onto the x - a x i s and y-ax1s

to give Rn and l b ; respectively.
The graph is shown in the sketch which shows that, between It can be seen that: __ _> __

x = 4}and x = 2, the graph lies below the x-axis. The area between 0 ,1 = 01,1 4. p m ,

J’mean =

y = 2 x 2 ‐ 5 x + 2 o ‐ 1 ‐ 1

‐> ‐>
=  0m +  th
=  ‐3  +  2  =  ‐1 .

‐> ‐> ‐>
and O r g = 0122 + p z r z ,

‐> ‐>
= w fi w & .
= n + fi = fi

-‐> -> ‐>
Thus, OR = Or; + 0'2,

=  ‐ 1  + j 5 .



MATHEMATICS B, 1968 (continued)
which is the sum of -‐3 + j2 and 2 + j3.

(b) 522‐4z+8 = 0 .
_4i\/16~4x5><8

2“ io '

‘  _4 i 4 \ / 1 ' ‐ ‘  10
‐ ‐1o ’

22__= _ + ‐ ~ / ~5 ‐ 5 9 ,
2 .6-'5-i.l§‑

Thus the roots of 5:2 ‐ 4 z + 8 = 0 a r e
2 .6 2 .6

TELECOMMUNICATION PRINCIPLESB, 1968
Students were expected to answer three questions from Q. 1‐4 and three from Q. 5‐10.

Q. 1. Explain the meaning of reactance.
Plot the reactance-frequency characteristics over the range 0 to

400 Hz (c/s)for,
(a) an inductor of 211,
(b) a capacitor of 0-5 FF.

Show how the frequency of resonancefor a circuit containing 211in
series with 05 [AF can be deducedfrom these curves.

Calculate this frequency. If the efictive resistance of the series
circuit is 10ohms calculate the Q-value at resonance.

A. 1. Reactance is the ability of a circuit to resist the passage of an
alternating current without the dissipation of energy. It is given by
the ratio of the component of the alternating voltage across the ter‑
minals of a network in quadrature with the current flawing, divided
by the current.

(a) The reactance of an inductor L H at a frequency f Hz is given
by 21rfL ohms. The reactance of a given inductor is therefore
proportional to the frequency of the alternating current passing
through it and if inductive reactance is plotted against frequency
a straight line results. To plot this line only two points are required.
When the frequency is zero, the reactance is zero and when the
frequency is 400 Hz the reactance of a 2 H inductor is 211400 x 2,
i.e. 5,027 ohms. The straight line is 0A in the sketch.

REACTANCE
(DKMS)

-3.000

(b) The reactance of a capacitor C farads at frequencyf Hz is Tiff
and this is negative in relation to inductive reactance. The curve is
a rectangular hyperbola. It is necessary to calculate a few points on
this curve to obtain the graph of the reactance, shown in the sketch
as BD. Since the reactance of a capacitor is negative the curve is in
the fourth quadrant.

f (Hz)

Resonance of a series L ‐Ccircuit occurs when the overall reactance
is zero, re. the inductive and capacmve reactanoes are equal. This

condition can be obtained by inspection from the two curves of the
sketch asshown at EFG. . . 1The resonance fr uen is ven b = ‐=eq er en yf mix/LC

When L = 2H and C = 0-5 x 10-6 farads.

1 103
f 2171/2 ><0-5 x 10-6 277 ‑

The Q factor is the ratio of the reactance of the inductor (or capacitor)
at the frequency of resonance to the circuit resistance, i.e.

wLQ_7{‐'
=21r><158><2: 198-4' Q 1 0 - ‐ '

Q. 2. Describe an experiment to determine the magnetization ( 8 ‐H )
curve for a ring-shaped specimen of iron. Sketch a curve to show a
typical result.

Define relative permeability and show how it can be deduced from
the results of your experiment.

What deductions on the hysteresis loss in the iron can be madefrom
the 8 ‐ H loop?

A. _2.. A circuit for the experimental determination of the mag‑
netization curve of aspecimen of iron in the shape of aring, is shown
in sketch (a).

DENSITY
(vb/m‘)

l~Z

1.000 2,000 3.000
MAGNETIZING FORCE (AT/m)

(b)

0,000 5,000
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Two coils are wound on the ring. The primary coil, P, is used to

generateamagneticflux in the iron,andthe secondary coil,Q, produces
an induced e.m.f. that indicates the quantity of flux. Current is
measured by ammeter A, supplied by battery B, and can be adjusted
by resistor R and reversed in the coil P by reversing switch S. If
coil P has N turns in which the current is I, the magneto-motiveforce
(m.m.f.) is 16,1ampere turns.

The secondary coil Q of Nq turns is connected to a flux-meter F.
This is a ballistic galvanometer giving a deflexion proportional to the
amount of energy put into it, which is proportional to the total flux
change in Q. When sw1tch Sis thrown to reverse the primary current,
the deflexion of F is proportional to the magnetic flux change in the
i r o n while the current in the p r i m a r y is changing.

A series of readings of F for known values of primary current I as
measured by ammeter A is then taken.
. The reversing switch S must be thrown several times with succes‑

sively decreasmg current beforeeach readingon the flux meter is taken
to restore the iron to a neutral magnetic condition.

A typical B ‐H curve resulting from this experiment is shown in
sketch (b).

The relative permeability of an iron core is the ratio of the flux
density produced in that core to the flux density produced in air by
the same magnetizing force when the core is removed.

F o r the M.K.S. system of units, if B is the flux density and H the
magnetizing force, for a non-magnetic material, e.g. air,

B = u o H ,
where [lg is the magnetic permeability of free'space.

If an t r o n core of relative permeability 14,15 introduced then:

§= I‘rflo = absolute permeability,

and, ”f = ._1_ _B.
flo H

As M is equal to the ampere turns per metre in the coil,
flux density

Pr = ampere turns per metre '
The relative permeability at a point P on the curve of sketch (b)

is therefore the ratio of PM, the flux density, to PN,the ampere turns
per metre producing the flux. This ratio is plotted against the ampere
turns per metre in sketch (c).

3.000
m m :mm

o n )
2.000

2000 5.0003,000 4.000
MAGNETIIING FORCE (AT/m)

(e)
A typical hysteresis loop for iron is shown in sketch (d). The area

of this loop is proportional to the energy dissipated in the iron per
wcle of alternating flux.

N M H I M G
fofiCE

(d)

A wide loop, as in sketch (d), denotes a sample of iron having a
fairly high hysteresis loss. A low-loss iron would give a narrow B ‐H
loop having a small area.

Q. 3. What are the essentialfeatures of a transformer 7
Why is it usual to laminate the core of a low-frequency transformer ?
A transformer operatingfrom a 240-valt, 50Hz (c/s) supply is to be

used to provide 80 volts across a 120-ohm loadresistance. Assuming that
there are no losses in the transformer, calculate

(a) the turns ratio,
(b) the currents in the primary andsecondary circuits,
(c) the equivalent load resistance on the supply.

What is the phase relation between the currents in the primary and
secondary circuits?
A. 3. A transformer consists essentially of two insulated coils, the
primary and secondary, mounted in close proximity so that there '
is a substantial degree of magnetic coupling between them. It
is usual for the two coils to have a common iron core if the trans‑
former is for operation at power, or audio, frequencies. This core
should be a complete ring in order that all the magnetic flux is con‑
strained to remainwithin this low-reluctancemagnetic circuit.

When an alternating current is passed through the primary coil of
N1 turns, an alternating flux is set up sympathetically in the ironcore.
The second coil, being wound on the same core, is cut by this flux.
An alternating e.m.f., proportional to the number of turns N2 on the
secondary, is then induced in this secondary coil.

Provided that all the flux from one coil cuts the other, the r.m.s.
e.m.f. E2 across the secondary is given by

_NzE'z‐fil XEi.
where E1is the r.m.s. voltage applied to the primary.

Because the magnetic flux is continuously changing in a transformer
core, internal e.m.f.‘s will be induced in the body of the core itself.
These, if unimpeded, will lead to heavy 12r losses within the iron.
The ohmic path resistance to these eddy currents can be made very
high by making the core out of many layers of thin (e.g. 0-020 in)
iron, each insulated from its neighbour by a thin layer of paint or
tissue paper. The iron laminations are continuous in the direction of
the magnetic flux so the magnetic reluctance is no t increased by using
laminations. The e.m.f. induced within the core will beat right angles
to the flux, i.e. across the laminations, and no currents can flow in
this direction because of the insulating layers between laminations.
Please,eddy current lossisminimalasaresultof the laminatedstructure
0 ecore.
(a) In the problem £1 = 240 volts,

E2 = 80volts.

TurnsRatio=§l=3:l.Ez
(b) The secondary coil gives 80 volts across the l20-ohm load.

, _ 2. . Iz ‐ 3-amps.

As the transformer is ideal there are to be no energy losses.
'. output power = input power,

80 x (3) = 240 11.
11 = g amps.

2 4 8 0(c) Input power = 5111 = 240 x 5 = T watts. ...... (1)

Let the equivalent load resistance on the supply be R ohms,
2 .

Then the power into this load =1sz=(g)R. ......(2)

Equating equations (1) and (2) gives
2 2 480

(5) R“T'
, __480 9 2 _. . ‐Tx(§) ‐ -120x9 .

R = 1,080 ohms.

An alternative approach is as follows:
. . N2 2Equivalent load resistance = (Fl x R2,

= 32 x 120,
= 1,080ohms.

The currents in the primary and secondary in an ideal transformer
on resistance load are in anti-phase, i.e. there is a phase difference of
180°. This folloWs from Lenz's Law, that an induced e.m.f. must be
in a direction that tends to oppose the change creating the flux-linkage,
in this case the primary current.
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Q. 4. When a capacitor (C) in series with a resistor (R) is connected

toaconstant voltagesource(V)thep.d.across thecapacitorrisesslowly.
Explain the reasonfor this.
Give expressionsfor

(a) the time constant of the circuit,
(b; the p.d. across the capacitor,
(0 the charging current,

in relation to the circuit constants and time from switching-on the
voltage.

A circuit consisting of 50 ,uFin series with a resistor is to have a time
constant of 2 seconds. What value of resistor will be needed?

If the circuit is connected to a lOO-volt d.c. supply, calculate the
charging current

(i) initially,
( i i) 2 seconds after switching on.

A. 4. In the circuit (sketch (a)), by Ohm’s Law,
V

FW-V)Tvq
R 1'. I'c

(a)
= voltage across RR S

V ‐  vR .

As the capacitor charges, it rises; hence the p.d. across the resistor
must fall, so that the current, i, gradually decreases.

The graph.of voltage, a, against time, t, is an exponential curve
sketch (b), g i v e n by:

i

VOLTAGE ACROSS I

TIME

0?)
The charging current is given by expression (1).

[ “Ll.'. Charging current =t-K‐lR‐e‐CR,
V  _ L

= _ CRR e .

The product CR is known as the time constant, given as 2 seconds.
Since C = 50 x 10'6farads,

2
R ” 50 2104?

= 40,000 ohms.
The initial charging current [t = 0] is due to the full 100 volts across
the 40,000-ohm resistor since there is initially no p.d. across C.

to=74bl%i)‐0=2-5mA.

After 2 seconds, i.e. the time constant, t = CR.
I. 65‐1.

V VI. _ _ _ - 1 _ _ _.. The current after2 seconds Re R e

= 2 ' 5 x 10'3mA
2-718

921mA.

L0
6

= 0 '

(2. 5. The coil of an electromagnetic relay has an inductance of SE
when the relay armature is not operated. It increases to 20Hwhen the
armature is operated. Explain why there is an increase in inductance.
The relay coil-circuit hasa d.c. resistance of 240 ohms and is energized
from a SO-volt battery supply. The armature operates with 20 mA in
the coil. Sketch a curve showinghow the current rises.

Give expressions for the current/time relations for the two portions
of the curve.

What are the two time constants?

A. 5. The self-inductance of a coil is due to the back e,m.f . induced
in it by changes in the magnetic flux created by current in the coil
itself. The self-inductance [usually called the ‘inductance’] is given
by the product of the number of turns on the coil and the flux per
ampere. Hence, the larger the flux per ampere, the larger the
inductance will be.

In an electro-magnetic relay, the number of turns is constant.
When the armature is not operated there is a large gap in the magnetic
circuit. The magnetic reluctance is therefore high and the flux
generated (by unit current in the coil) through the magnetic core is
low. The relation is given by:

fl u ,  _  w
"- reluctance

When the armature gap is closed, the reluctance of the magnetic
circuit through the coil core and armature is much lower. Therefore,
the flux per unit current is greater. Hence, the inductance has in‑
creased by operating the relay armature. _ .

The current, i, at a time, t, seconds from switch-on ts given by:
R

i= £6 -‐e‐z').
For the first stage with the relay non-operated, the inductanceis 5 H.

240
. . 5 0 ‐ ‐ ‐ t- =_ _ 5. . coil current at t ime t 2400 e ),

or i = 2‐740 ‐ e-48').

For the second stage after the relay has operated, the inductance
becomes 20 H.

240i ‐_‐ 5‐00 _6-7“),

or i = $0 ‐ e'm).

_ e r \ _ _ _ w _ _
1- a

(a)
Time constant for an inductance L in series with a resistance

R (sketch (a)) = %seconds,

Time constant for the 5 H inductor in series with 240 ohms
5-‐ 27-0 ‐‐ 20 81115.

Time constant for 20 H in series with 240 ohms
20

The current-time curve consists of an exponential portion, 0 A , of
20-8 mstime constant, followed,by anexponentialportion,AB, having
less steep rate of rise,with time constant 83-3m s ; This curve is shown
in sketch (b).

a

COIL
CURRENT

i

OPERATE POINT

TIME t

(b)



TELECOMMUNICATION PRINCIPLES B, 1968 (continued)
Q. 6. By consideringa transistor as twojunction diodes, or otherwise,
explain the principle of a transistor as an amplifying device.

Give a circuit diagram of a single-stage transistor amplifier connected
in common emitter configuration and with load resistor.

Sketch typical collector-current/collector-voltage characteristics for
this amplifier.

Show by means of a loadlinehow thegain can bedetermined.

Q. 7. Determine by means of phasors (vectors) drawn to scale, or
otherwise, the magnitude of the current flowing and its phase relative
to the supply voltage when each of the circuits shown is connected
separately across a 100-volt 100-kHz (kc/s) supply.

Find the total current taken and its phase relative to the supply
voltage when the two circuits are connected in parallel.

200 onus 05!!!"

TM)" zoo onus

Fig. I Fig. 2
A. 7. In the series circuit (sketch(a)) the current 11will be the same
in the resistor and the capacitor. Let 011 be the direction of the
current phasor (sketch (b)). Then 20011 will be the voltage across
the 2,000 ohm resistor, in phase with 11.

Let 0A represent 200 11.
In

0 A

l C

200 onus 0~0lpF

a c

(a) (b)
1The reactance of 0-01 pF at 100 kHz = 2?fz,,

_  _ 1 0 ‘ _ ,
_ 277105 x 10-2
= 1595 ohms.

Since current leads voltage by 90° in a capacitor, OB representsthe
voltage across capacitor, where OB represents 159-5 11.

Therefore DC, the diagonal of rectangle OACB, represents the
overall voltage.

Now CC2 = 0A2 + OB2,
= (2002 + 1592) If.

CC = 25611.
But, CC = 100 volts r.m.s.

= 129 =256
The phase angle between 11and the applied voltage = <AOC,

'. I1 391 mA.

159-5= ‐1 __ = a 'tan 200 38 36.

Now consider the series circuit of sketch (c),

L Rm ‐ W ‑

(C)
reactance of L = 277fL,

= 217105 x 0'5 x10-3,
= lOOrr,
= 314 ohms.

Let 12bethe current in the inductor and series resistor.
Let D I , represent the direction of the current phasor in sketch (d).

Then DF represents the voltage across the series resistor, where DF
represents 200 12.

DH represents the inductive voltage, leading the current 12 by 90°.
I f D Gis the resultant voltage across the circuit, by PythagorasTheorem
10

DG2 = 1;[314z + 2002].
DG = 37312.

But DG represents 100 volts.

12= 11° = 268 mA.373
Phase Angle = D G F,

= tan-1g‐ég =tan~11-s7,

= 57°30'.

H G

D  ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ - ‐ ‐ F _ > 1 a
(d)

When the two circuits are in parallel and connected across a
100-volt 50-Hz supply, the total resultant current will be the vector
sum of the currents in the two arms.

i.e. 11 = 0-391amp making a phase angle of +38°36’ to the
voltage,

and I2 = 0-268 amp making a phase angle of +57°30' to the
voltage.

The resultant total current I, can bereadily obtained bymeans of a
phasor diagram asshown in sketch (e) or by calculation asfollows.

(e)
Resolving horizontal components,

[ 1 H o n + 1 2HOR = 0 - 3 9 ] (cos 38° 36’) + 0268 (cos 57° 30'),
= 0-3056 + 0-1440 = 0-4496.

Resolving vertical components,

11VER ‐ 12van = 0-391(sin 38° 36'), ‐ 0-268 (sin 57°30' ,
= 02440 ‐ 02260 = 0018.

Total current I = v m ,
= 045 amps.

Phase angle 45 = tan ‘1 6954943956,

= we
Total current = 450mA at a phase angle of 1°48’ to the voltage.

Q. 8. Describe the principle of the dc. generator.
How is the air-gapflux normally produced in such a machine?
Explain briefly how the output voltage is related to the speed of

rotation of the armature when the generator is connected to a constant‑
resistance load.

Give reasonsfor the shape of the voltage-speed curve.
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A. 8. In the small d.c. generator, the air-gap flux is produced by
either permanent magnets or shunt-connected field coils on iron
cores terminating in pole faces. For larger generators, shunt-con‑
nected field coils are normal. A separate steady-voltage source of
d.c. may sometimes be used for the exciting current when a constant
flux is assential, or if a large degree of control over the air-gap flux is
r e q u i r e  .

The e.m.f. generated = average rate of change of flux linkage,
= number of armature conductors ><length

of conductor ><air-gap flux-density ><flux
reversals per second.

The number of armature conductors and the length of these con‑
ductors is constant and the number of flux reversals is proportional
to the speed of rotation. .

If the air-gap flux is constant, as with a permanent-magnet field, or
constant voltage external excitation, then: e.m.f. generated is
proportional to speed of rotation.

The annature resistance must be allowed for when current is
flowing into a load. If the load is a constant resistance, the load
current wil l rise when the e.m.f. rises; the internal voltage drop in the
armature will then also rise, and this voltage drop must be subtracted
from the armature e.m.f. to obtain the terminal voltage. Hence, even
with a constant air-gap flux the terminal voltage on load will no t rise
in proportion to the speed of rotation but will drop slightly below this
proportionality. In practice, this voltage drop may be increased by
the effect of “armature reaction” which will tend to weaken the
effective air-gap flux.

Q. 9. The anode-current anode-voltage characteristics of a triode
valve are given in the table. Describe briefly an experiment in which
these results could be obtained.

20 40 60

1-3 2 ' 45 3' 5

l~70 2'7

1'0 20

0'6 14

Ia with Vg

1awith V, ‐ o~7

Ia with V,, ‐ 04

0-15

Ia in milliamps, Vin volts.
The valve is to be usedas an amplifier with a 20,000-ohm anode load

andan h.t. supply of 80 volts. Plot the characteristic curves and draw
the load line, explaining your construction.

Find the r.m.s. output voltage and a.c. output power for an input
signal of 1 '5 volts peak-to-peak betweengr id and cathode, the grid bias
voltage being ‐1-25 volts.

A. 9. The anode current (Lo-anode voltage (VA) curves are shown
in sketch (a). Each curve represents the 1,4‐VA relationfor a constant

ANODE
CURRENT
I‘lmA)

ANODE VOLTAGE VA(VOLTS)

(a)
grid-bias voltage. The curve for V3 = ‐ 1-25 volts is drawn by
interpolation between adjacent curves. M is the quiescent operating
point, where the load line cuts the14‐VAcurve for V3= ‐ 1-25volts.

The load line is drawn with a gradient equal to the inverse of the
load resistance. The load line can be constructed as follows:

When the anodecurrent is zero, the anode voltage equals the battery
voltage, which is 80volts. .

ThlS fixes pomt K on the axrs.
When the anode current is 4 mA, the whole anode voltage is across

the 20,000-ohm load, since the h.t . supply voltage is only 80 volts.
The anode p.d. will then be zero. This fixes J at 4mA, for a value of
VA that is zero.

The load line is the straight line joining JK.

4.10-3Gradient o f J K = 80 ,

l . . _
‐ ‐20’000, 1.e. the i n v e r s e of the load reststance.

For a 20,000-ohm load, any grid input-voltagewill produce an anode
load condition that fallsonthis load line.

M is the quiescent pomt.
P and Q are the operating points for inputs of ‐0 ~ 5 volts r.m.s.

and ‐ 0 - 2 volts r.m.s., respectively.
The anode swing _is 1-5 volts between P and Q along the load line.

The output voltage is E F, the projection of PQ on the axis.
EF = 56 ‐ 36 = 20 volts peak-to-peak,

20and output volta e = ‐ _ v o l t s r.m.s.
g N 2

The output current is G H .

G H = (215 ‐ 1 - 2 ) ,
= 095 mA peak-to-peak,

and output current = m mA r.m.s.2\/2
The output power = r.m.s. current ><r.m.s. voltage,

= _20_ x 0'_95,
N E  N E

_ 1_9_8,
= 238 mW .

20Out ut volts = - ‐ _ volts,p 2\/2
= 70 volts r.m.s.

A test circuit for the triode T is shown in sketch (b). Battery B l ,
positive to earth, gives grid bias adjustable at P1. V3 is a voltmeter
to measure grid voltage. Battery B2, negative to earth, supplies anode

(b)
current Ia with an anode voltage Va. The load resistor R can be
adjusted to give a range of anode voltage values. The heater current
IH should be kept constant at the recommended value for the valve.

The grid voltage is adjusted to a suitable value and resistor R
adjusted to give the required range of anode voltage Va. F o r each
value of anode voltage the anode current IA is noted. The grid voltage
is adjusted to a new value and the procedure repeated.

Curves of anode current against anode voltage are plotted for each
yang. of grdid voltage. A family of curves similar to that of the sketch
is o tam .

Q. 10. Why is the input impedance of a valve voltmeter high?
How can a valve voltmeter be used to measure r. f. current?
A valve voltmeter is usedwith the circuit of Fig. 3 tofind the efiective

resistance ( r ) of an inductor of O-OOIH at 100 kHz (kc/s).
The valve voltmeter reads 5 volts when connected across AB and

43-9 volts when across BC.
11
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Findthe values of:

(a) the 100-kHz current in the circuit,
(b) the efi'ective series resistance (r) of the inductor.

100 kHz

Fig. 3
A. 10. The input impedance of a valve voltmeter can be made high,
even at radio frequencies, because the meter input circuit is usually
the grid of a triode valve, or a high-resistance diode rectifier-circuit
followed by a d.c. amplifier stage. Such a high impedance causes
negligible disturbance to the conditions in the circuit under test.

The triode grid operates on the electron stream of the triode by
virtue of its electrostatic potential relative to the cathode. The grid
does not draw current from the source of measurement except in so
far as it has stray capacitance in shunt. This is very small, of the
order of a few picofarads. Hence, it ofl'ers a high impedance at the
input.

A diode input circuit uses the diode as a rectifier to charge a
capacitor through a resistor, the p.d. across the capacitor representing
the peak value of the voltage being measured. This rectified voltage
is then passed to the grid of a d.c. amplifier valve for indication on an
anode circuit afimeter. The diode circuit can bemade high or low
impedance as desired because the input impedance depends on the
charging circuit.

A valve voltmeter will measure r.f. current if it is made to indicate
the voltage across a resistor carrying this current. From Ohm’s Law,
the current is the measured voltage divided by the resistance across
which it is measured. It is essential that stray shunt capacitance is
kept very small to avoid a low shunt reactance at r.f. Connecting
leads must be short; preferably the “diode probe" should be at the
end, against the voltage being measured, to minimize the length of
connecting leads carrying r.f. current.

As AB, sketch (0), is a 1,000-ohmresistor, the voltage across AB
A 100 onus .

VALVE
V0LTNETEI

(a)

is in phase with the current in AB and is independent of frequency
because there is no reactance component in the resistor.

Hence, by Ohm’s Law, i

This is the current in the inductor.

At 100kHzreactance 0f0'001H = 271“ 105 10‘3,
= 628-4 ohms.

The voltage across this reactaneecarrying0-05 amps = 31-420 volts
and leads the current by 90°.

The voltage drop in the resistive component of r ohms = 0-05r in
phase with the current.

The vector triangle representing the resistance and inductance is
DEF, where:

DE = 31-42, representing the voltage across the inductor,
FD = 0-05i representing the voltage across the resistor r, and
EF = the voltage across BC in sketch (b).

43'9 VOLTS
3|-42 VOLTS

9 0'051‘ was
(5)

Hence, (o-osr)2 = (43-9)2 ‐ (31-42)2 = 12-48 x 75-32,
= 940, = (30-7):,

'. r = 30-7 x 20,
= 614 ohms.

TELEGRAPHY B, 1968
Students were expected to answer any six questions.

Q. 1. A 5-H inductor of negligible resistance isjoined in series with a
resistor R anda battery. Draw approximategraphs showing the change
of current with time if R has the values (a) 1,000 ohms (b) 2,000 ohms
(c)4,000 ohms. Assume that the voltage of the battery is adjustedso that
thefinal current value is 20 mA in each case.
Cemen t on the application of suchgraphs to telegraphy.

A. 1. The circuit is shown in the sketch (a).
I L

(a)
For a circuit of this type, the current will rise to 06321 of its final

value after a time, t = %,

12

where t is measured in seconds, _
L is the inductancemhenries, and
R is the resrstance in ohms.

This value of t is knownasthe time-constant, and, for the values given,
L_ 5 __

(“)’=Tz_1,ooo_5ms’
(b)_t=‐S= 2 ' 5 m s‐ 2,000 ’

5«gt‐m‐IZSTDS.
The current in each case will rise to 0-6321 of its final value,

i.e. 06321 x 20mA =12'642mA.
Again, after periods of 5 ms, 25 ms and 1-25 ms respectively, the
current wi l l further increase by

0 - 6 3 2 1 x ( 2 0 ‐1 2 ' 6 ) = 4'77mA,
i.e. it will rise to 12-64 + 4-77 = 17-4mA.

The current will reach the maximum value at a time equivalent to
about four times the value of the time-constant, i . e . at about (a)
20 ms, (b) 10ms, (c) 5 ms.
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CUll t lT
( m a )

5 no IS 20
run: ( m )

(b)
Usingthese values, the graphs may be plotted asshown in sketch (b).

From the graphs, it can be seen that, as the resistance is increased, the
maximum current through the inductance is reached in a shorter time.
A similar set of curves could be drawn in reverse, showing the decay
of current in the circuit. If a series of similar signals follow each other
in rapid succession, the current in the inductance (which can represent
a telegraph relay) m a y n o t reach the maximum value and may n o t fall
to zero between signal elements. Under such conditions the receiver
could fail to respond to the signals and so indicate incorrect char‑
acters. Thus, to give the best results, the resistance should be as great
as possible, permitting an increased rate of signalling and more
accurate reception.

It should be noted, however, that the steady value of the current will
be influenced by the resistance, and for a given current, say 20 mA,
the voltage applied to the transmit contacts must increase as the
resistance is increased. In the example, the applied voltages to give a
steady current of 20 mA will be, by Ohm’s law,(a)20volts, (b)40volts,
(c) 80volts.

Q. 2. Start-stop signals at 50 baud! are fed from two five-unit
automatic transmitters into a synchronous multiplex system. In the
synchronous system the start and stop elements are suppressed and the
twofive-unit input signals are interleavedby time-division.

Calculate the aggregate modulation rate in bauds in the synchronous
system; assume that the synchronous system is operating at exactly the
speedof the combined input signals.

If both the five-unit inputs were converted into six-unit code before
application to the synchronous system, what would then be the aggregate
modulation rate?

A. 2. Each character of a start-stop signal consists of five char‑
acter-elements of equal length, one start-element of length equal to one
character-element, and a stop-element equivalent to one-and-a-half
character-elements. A 50-baud signal has an element length of
L233 = 20milliseconds. Hence, one character has a length = 150ms,
with the start element = 20ms and the stop element = 30ms.

If two transmitters are used to transmit characters to a synchronous
multiplex system, and the start and stop elements are suppressed, then
10 character elements are received and transmitted by the multiplex
system every 150ms, i.e. one element every 15ms.

1,000
15

If the S-unit signalsareconvertedto 6-unitsignals,12character-elements
are transmittedevery 150ms,i.e.oneelementevery T2‐ = 124} ms.

The aggregate modulation rate is then = 663»bauds.

1,000The aggregate modulation rate is then 124} = 80 bauds.

Q. 3. Draw circuit diagrams for direct-current teleprinter line circuits
which include a telegraph repeating-relay,for the two cases in which the
line consists of

(a) a single wire with earth return,
(b) a two-wire loop,

for each direction of transmission.
Include all essential components in your diagrams.
Explainclearly in what circumstances each type of circuit wouldbeused

A. 3. The circuit diagram (a) shows the use of a telegraph relay

working single wire with earth return. Diagram (b) shows a telegraph
relay used With a line consrsting of a 2-w1re loop.

..fl are.
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SPARK
_ eutncu

If telegraph signals are applied to a line, the value of the current in
the distant receiver may be affected by the line constants resistance,
capacitance, inductance and, if overhead circuits are used, leakance.
These factors attenuate the received voltage and affect the build-up
of current in the receiver. As the length of the line is increased, the
efl'ect of these factors increases, and the steady-state current may no t
be reached in the receiver before the next signal element affects the
current. When this occurs, the response of the receiver is no longer
uniform and the signal is distorted; when the amount of distortion
exceeds the margin of the receive machine, the received characters are
multilated. With further increase in the length of line, the receiver may
fail to respond to any of the transmitted signals. To overcome this, a
sensitive telegraph relay may be inserted in the centre section of the
line; the relay will respond to the weak signals and will reconstitute
each signal as a square wave. The relay will not, however, correct any
distortion of the signal. Relays may be used for lines consisting of
201b/mile conductors between about 40 and 90 miles in length,
operating at a speed of 50bands.

k to RECEIVE
t u s l n  A S
I I  ( 1 )

LINE

(b)
A singlewire earth-return circuit is unbalanced and is subject to

interference from neighbouring power or telecommunieation circuits.
If the voltage induced by the interfering circuit is of sufficient magni‑
tude, spurious signals of suflicient strength may be generated to give
errors in the received telegraph message. The effect is significant in
circuits exceeding 40 miles in length, and cannot be tolerated in
circuits exceeding 90 miles in length. This type of interference may be
eliminated by usingthe loopcircuit shown in sketch (b). Neighbouring
circuits induce equal e.m.f.s in the same direction in each wire of the
loop and these e.m.f.s. cancel each other out.

Q. 4. With the aid of a block diagram explain the fundamental dif‑
ferences between a “frequency-divzirion’ (e.g. MC VF) and a tinte‑
division telegraph system.

Which system is the more suitableforprovidingcircuitsfor a switched
telegraph network7 Give reasons to support your answer.

A. 4. The block diagrams show (a) a frequency-division telegraph
system, and (b) a time-division telegraph system.

A modern telephone channel has an effective bandwidth of 300 Hz
to 3,400 Hz, and may be used for the transmission of a number of
simultaneous telegraph signals. Band-pass filters are used to divide the
frequency spectrum to allow a bandwidth of 120 Hz to each of 24
telegraph channels. The carrier frequency of each channel is modulated
by the telegraph transmitter, each separate channel using a different
carrier frequency. At the receiver, a band-pass filter again separates
each channel frequency, and the demodulator drives an output relay
to operate the teleprinter receive magnet.

A time-division telegraph system allows each of a number of channels
the exclusive use of the transmission path for a short fixed time. The
send and receiveends of the transmission path operate in synchronism

13



TELEGRAPHY B, 1968 (continued)
to identify the signals on each particular channel. Signals from each
channel are received on an input distributor and the characters stored;
the combiner equipment transmits characters or elements from each
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I

I
I
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I
I.
I
I DEMODULATOR CHANNEL

FILTER

(a)
store at regular intervals and in cyclic order, and transmits the signals
to line. At the distant termination, the splitter equipment, operating
in synchronism with the combiner equipment, selects the elements or
characters pertinent to each channel, and passes them to the appropri‑
ate store. The output sender transmits the signals, complete with
start and stop elements, to the output channel. As the system is
synchronous, the start element and stop element for each character
are no t required to be transmitted over the synchronous path; this
permitsa morerapidrateof character transmission within the available
bandwidth. The start and stop elements are re-inserted at the receive
equipment before the character signals are transmitted to the receive
teleprinter.
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(b)

The frequency-division system is more suitable for a switched
telegraph network because it is flexible and adaptable in application
and does not require channels in tandem to operate in synchronism.
Channels may be added or withdrawn, as required, and each channel
may be worked independently of any other channel, providing that the
transmitting apparatus is within the signalling-speed limit imposed by
the bandwidth. This system may be provided more cheaply, than the
time-division system, if the existing telephone network is used.
Where high-cost circuits are involved, such as on radio or submarine‑
cable networks, the additional cost of time-division equipment may
be economically justified.

Q. 5. With the aidof sketches describe the operation of the combina‑
tion head and typehead clutch of a teleprinter. Explain what happens
when the same character is received twice in succession.

A. 5. The combination head of a teleprinter provides for the
conversion of an incoming electrical signal into mechanical selection
of the appropriate character in the pr in t ing mechanism. The combina‑
tion head consists basically of five receiving combs, one of which is
shown in sketch (a).

When the start element of a character is received by the teleprinter,
the receivingmechanism causes the striking blade to move towards the
p in once during each of the character elements. The striking blade is
also controlled by the electromagnet is such a way that if the element
14
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PIN STRIKING BLADE

FINGER

(a)
received is of start polarity the blade tilts and does not make contact
with the pin; if an element of stop polarity is received, the striking
blade causes the pin to move the finger to a position underneath the
comb-extension. As the pin moves across the five comb-extensions, the
five fingers are positionedaccording to the character elements received,
and the combination of the incoming character is stored. Sketch (b)
shows a plan of the combination head, the comb-setting fingers, the
traversing link and the finger-setting blade.

TVFE WHEEL
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TRAVERSING LINK

FINGERS

i,
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(b)
Bell-cranks, corresponding to each character to be printed, are

positioned around the periphery of the combination head. Under the
action of a cam, the bell-cranks are lifted free of the combs just before
a second cam causes the comb-setting fingers to rise. In their upward
movement, according to the code combination set up, certain fingers
will engage with the extensions of the receivingcombs, causing them to
r o t a t e through a few degrees. The periphery of each comb is c u t in
such a manner that for every single combination there is only one
set of slots in alignment. Hence, when the bell-cranks return to normal
under the action of the return springs, one bell-crank will fall into the
selected set of slots.

A continuously-rotating shaft carrying the type wheel passes through
the centre of the combs. When the bell-cranks are lifted to allow the
selection of the succeeding character, the typehead clutch is released
and the typehead rotates. A stop arm attached to the type wheel
rotates with its endjust clear of the bell-cranks when these are normal.
When one of the bell-cranks falls into a set of slots, the stop arm is

SELECTED BELLCRANK

STOP ARM~»~‐.,fi_ - ' ~ - LATCH

DRIVE FROM , » / " /
CLUTCH SPRING

“ ' LATCH ARM

/1
SHOCK - ABSORBING SHOCK ' ABSORBING

SPRING ' SPRING
PROJECTION ON

TYPEHEAD - SPINDLE PLATE

(0)



TELEGRAPHY B, 1968 (continued)
arrested by the bell-crank and the type-wheel stops with the character
appropriate to the selected bell-crank in the printing position.

Sketch (c) shows a moderntypehead clutch.
The clutch is driven continuously by contact between the clutch

spring and the typehead clutch drum, and rotates in the direction
shown by the arrow. As the clutch rotates, the sloping edge of the
latch comes into contact with the selected bell-crank. The latch is
depressed against its spring and the typehead continues to rotate until
the stop-arm comes into contact with the bell-crank. The latch-arm
spring causes the latch to return to its normal position after passing
the bell-crank, so that the latter is positioned between the stop-arm
and the latch-arm. The inertia of the typehead causes it to continue to
rotate, and the centralizing p in , which is connected to the typehead,
thrusts against the bottom of the latch-arm and compresses the shock‑
absorbing spring. The centralizing pin oscillates for a brief period
between the ends of the stop-arm and the latch-arm until the energy
of the moving typehead has been dissipated; the typehead is _then
firmly held in position by the bell-crank and the centralizing p i n so
that the appropriate character can be printed.

When the same character is received twice in succession, the com‑
plete cycle of operations is repeated for the second character in the
same way as if a different character were received.

Q. 6. Expain with the aid of sketches.
(a) how a page teleprinter can interwork with a tape teleprinter.
(b) how the local answer-back unit is preventedfrom operating when

the FIGS and W R Ukeys are operatedon a teleprinter which is arranged
to provide a local recordof transmitted signals.

A. 6. A page teleprinter can interwork satisfactorily with a tape
teleprinter providing some reminder can be given to the operator of
the tape teleprinter that the paper carriage on the page teleprinter is
approaching the end of the line and that a carriage-retum signal
followed by a line-feed signal must be sent. This facility is offered on
the tape teleprinter by providing a carriage-return indicator, consisting
of a switch which may be used to operate an alarm lamp or bell.

END'OF"LINE
INDlCATOR LAMP

END- OF~ LINE CONTACTS

DRIVING SHAFT /

RACK G E\ UID S RACK - RESTORING

SPRING

LETTER - COUNTER RACK

LETTER ' COUNTER ~‐‐‑
SFUR WHEEL

LETTER - COUNTER
RESET LEVER

(a)
A sketch of a carriage-return indicator is shown at (a).
The mechanism on the tape teleprinter consists of a carriage-return

indicator spur-wheel, driven through a pinion cut on the platen-driving
shaft. The spur-wheel engages a small toothed-rack which is free to
move to the left against a restoring spring. As each character is trans‑
mitted, the rack moves to the left until a small projection, located at
its extreme right-hand end, deflects the indicator-switch springs; the
operation of the contacts gives the end-of-line alarm. A lamp jack and
6-volt lamp fitted to the tape reelgive a visible alarm, the power supply
for the lamp being obtained via a jack fitted near the teleprinter and
connected by means of a cord and plug.

When the alarm operates, the tape-teleprinter operator depresses the
keys CARRIAGE-RETURN and LINE FEED, causing the distant page-tele‑
printer carriage to be returned and rotated one line space in readiness
for the next line to beprinted. The indicator rack is restored to normal
under the action of the restoring spring by the movement of the
carriage-retum indicator switch-lever. The latter operates when a
carriage-return signal is received (as a local record), and causes the
spur wheel to move out of engagement with the rack, allowing the
rack to move. The spur-wheel is re-engaged with the rack by the
action of the spur-wheel engagement-spring. The alarm lamp is
extinguished by the restoration of the rack.

The mechanism controlling the answer-back unit is shown in sketch
(b).The unit is controlled by the operation of the bell-crank appropriate
to the secondary character to the letter D, which operates whenever
this combination is received by the teleprinter. When a teleprinter is
operating with a local record, each character transmitted from the
teleprinter also actuates the receive mechanism. To prevent the local
answer-back unit from operating when the secondary character to the
letter D is transmitted to the distant teleprinter, an extension is fitted
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(b)
to the WRU keybar which prevents the answer-back release shaft
moving the detent link and releasing the answer-back drum. The local
operator maintains the pressure on the W R U key until the first character
of the distant answer-back is received, this causes the bell-crank to the
secondarycharacter to the letter D to re-set and the local answer-back
u n i t r e m a i n s inact ive.

Q. 7. Explain what is meant by the following services and state for
what purpose each is used: (a) telex, (b) printergram, (c) gentex, (d )
phonogram, (e) telephone-telegram.

A. 7.
(a) Telex
The telex system is similar in many respects to the public telephone

service except that inter-communication is effected by teleprinters
instead of telephones. The basic equipment consists of subscribers’
apparatus, exchange equipment and circuits connecting the subscriber
to the exchange and interconnecting exchanges. The subscriber’s
equipment consists of a teleprinter and a control unit, the latter
including a dial for selection of the distant subscriber. Circuits
between the subscriber and the exchange may be physical circuits in
telephone cables, m.c.v.f. circuits or a combination of both. The
exchange employs 2-motion selectors in a similar manner to a tele‑
phone exchange. Printed service-signals indicate the progress of the
call, and the automatic return of the distant subscriber’s answer-back
gives assurance that the connexion has been satisfactorily established.

The telex service offers interconnexion between any two sub‑
scribers on the system. Al l calls within the United Kingdom and to
many foreign countries are fully subscriber dialled, with automatic
charging. Access to other countries is obtained through the inter‑
national telex switchboard, where calls are controlled manually.

The signalling speed is fixed at 50 bauds and the C.C.I.T.T.‘
Alphabet No. 2 is the standard.

(b) Printergrams
The printergram service enables telex subscribers to send and

receive telegrams to and from a centre connected to the public tele‑
graph network. Printergram centres are normally located in a tele‑
printer automatic switching (t.a.s.) zone centre and are available by
dialling the code 01. The incoming telegram is received at a tele‑
printer in the printergram centre and processed as a telegram received
in the normal way.

For telegrams sent f rom non-telex sources, the message is routed to
the printergram centre appropriate to the destination of the telegram.
The message is passed to the printergram operator, who dials the
number of the required telex subscriber and transmits the message
to the subscriber’s teleprinter.

(c) Gentex
Gentex is the name given to the automatic switching network used

for handlingpublic telegrams between Europeancountries. The system
provides through transmission of messages between principal towns
and cities, and avoids costly and time-wasting re-transmissions. In
many countries the service is integrated with the telex network, but,
in the United Kingdom, gentex centres have been set up in London
and various zone centres. Incoming gentex traflic is routed over
the telex network to tape teleprinters; outgoing traffic is routed through
the international telex exchange in London, but is segregated from
ordilnaéy telex traffic to enable the correct charging conditions to be
a p p  i e  .

( d ) Phonograms
The phonogram service enables telegrams to be dictated from a

subscriber’s telephone or a public call-box. The phonogram centre is
normally located at a t.a.s. group centre. A call may be made to a
phonogram centre by dialling the appropriate code or by asking the
operator for the phonogram service. The call is directed to a phono‑
gram posmon, causmg a calling lamp to light. The phonogram
‘ C.C.I.T.T.‐International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee.
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TELEGRAPHY B, 1968 (continued)
operator answers the call, usinga plugand cord, and types the dictated
telegram directly on to a telegram form; the telegram is then forwarded
to a teleprmter position for onward transmission. In small offices,
the operator may operate both the incoming phonogram suite and
the outgoing teleprinter position.

Telegrams dictated from the delivery office to a subscriber’s tele‑
phone are also known as phonograms.

(e) Telephone-Telegram Service
Telephone-telegram working provides for the transmission of

telegrams from Post Offices to the t.a.s. group centre. The public
telephone network is used unless there is sufficient volume of traffic
for a private circuit to be provided. Telegrams may also be trans‑
mitted in a similar manner between the group centre and the delivery
oflice.

At the group centre, switchboards similar to the printergram
positions are provided, where the telegram is typed on a telegraph
form and distributed within the office for onward transmission.

Q. 8. Sketch the general arrangement of an apparatus rack suitable
for housing final selectors. Indicate on y o u r sketch the quantity and
type of selectors fitted and the methods of providing multiple cabling,
incoming cabling andbatteryfeeds.

A. 8. The general arrangements of a typical apparatus rack suitable
for housing final selectors is shown in the sketch. The rack is 10ft 6 in
high and 4 ft 6 in wide, and houses 40 selectors in four shelves of 10
selectors on each shelf. Overhead bus-bars supply the 50-volt and
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80-volt power to the rack, and these supplies are distributed through
the fuse mountings; bulb resistors are also provided for the 80-volt
supplies. A shelf of low-pass filters is provided at the lower end of
the rack; one filter is associated with each final selector. Cables to a
connexion strip at the top of the rack connect the miscellaneous
common services, such as the S and Z pulse wires, or routiner con‑
nextons.

The selector bank-wiring is multipled along each shelf, with cables
connecting shelves in pairs; cables lead from each pair of shelves to the
intermediate distribution frame and thence to the racks of subscribers’
line-circuit equipment and the subscribers’ lines.

The relay-set section of each final selector is connected to the rack
wiring through a plug and jack (U‐point) connexion on the shelf.
From each final-selector jack, multiple wires are provided for the
power leads, service-signal and alarm leads; there are individual
connexions to the filters and for the routiner-access points, and
connexions from the group-selector multiple outlets.

bl

Q. 9. With the aid of diagrams show how a monitor and test set is
usedfor testing a telex subscriber’s circuit. Show the main connexions
16

of the test set and explain clearly the reason for the importance of
terminating the test set before intercepting the line circuits.

A. 9. Sketch (a) shows the method of connecting a monitor-and‑
test set (more usually known as a speaker-and-test set) to an engineer‑
i n g control board (e.c.b.) to enable tests to be made on telex sub‑
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(a)
scribers’ circuits. At a telex exchange all subscribers' circuits are
routed through the e.c.b., using the circuit-interception jacks; the
speaker-and-test set also terminates on similar jacks. To prevent
interruption of the circuit and mutilation of any message being
transmitted on that circuit, all the keys on the test set must be in the
normal position before testing commences; the main tester connexions
are then as shown in sketch (b), with the line wires connected to the
exchange wires through current meters. The double-ended test cord
at the e.c.b. is first inserted into the speaker-and-test jacks and then
into the appropriate circuit-interception jack. The latter consists of a
sleeve and tip connexion only, again to prevent a working circuit
being interrupted.
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(b)
With the speaker-and-test set connected, and the line conditions

observed by reading the current meters, test-set keys may be operated
to select the tests to be made either on the subscriber’s line and
equipment or on the exchange equipment. A high-impedance monitor‑
ing circuit is provided so that signals on an engaged line may be
recorded on the teleprinter associated with the test set. The test set
is also capable of testing the call, dial and clear functions of the
exchange and subscriber’s equipment and provides for connecting
disttiortion-measuring equipment and test-message signals to the line
un er test.

Q. 10. Describe a rectifier-type power plant for a large telegraph
oflice. Illustrate your answer with a block diagram. Why are batteries
includedin thepowerplant andhow is the requiredcapacity determined?

A. 10. The main elements of a rectifier p o w e r plant fo r a large
telegraph ofiiee are shown to sketch (a).

A full-wave rectifier is connected to the mains supply,with a smooth‑
ing choke and capacitor in the output to eliminate ripple in the direct‑
current output. Rectifiersof the Westat type incorporatethe smoothing
components within the rectifier case, and are also designed to give a
constant-voltage output together with automatic overload-protection.



TELEGRAPHY B, 1968 (continued)
This type of rectifier, with static, automatic voltage-regulation, is
most suitable for a telegraph office with teleprinter machines imposing
arapidly-varying load onthe i80-volt supply.
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A switchboard may or may not be provided, depending on the
size of the installation. The purpose of such a board is to housethe
ccnnexions between the battery, the rectifier, the signalling earth and
the d.c. output , and to provide a mounting for any necessary circuit‑
reakers, change-over switches and mains fuses. Only the equipment

required for switching, and the meters for indicating voltage and
current, are mounted on the front of the board; the bus bars, wiring
and connexion terminals are mounted on the back of the switchboard
to avoid accidental mishandling.

Batteries are included in the power plant to provide a safeguard
in the event of mains failure. Machine telegraphy is much more
vulnerable to brief interruptions of power supply than is telephony,
as even a very short break in the supply will cause errors in the tele‑
graph message. The battery may be provided on the principle of
single-battery float operation or divided-battery float operation. In
the former system the battery is supplied to give the required ampere‑
hour capacity for emergency use; for the divided-battery system, two
batteries are provided, each battery having about 0-55 of the capacity
of the single float battery. A schematic circuit diagram of a single‑
battery float system is shown in sketch (b).

RECTIFIERS

BATTERY SUPPLIES

(b)
The required capacity of the battery may be determined by several

factors. The first requirement is to decide upon the length of time for
which the battery will have to supply the load with the mains supply
inefl'ective. The normal time is about 6 hours. The full load required
from the battery during this time will then have to be calculated, taking
into account al l the machines, signalling and miscellaneous equipment
which will be connected during the period of emergency. If a divided
float system is to be used, one battery will be ful ly charged and the
other discharged by 10 per cent due to losses on floating duty; thus
the available capacity will be 1-9 times the capacity of each individual
battery. Again, some account must be taken of the fact that battery
capacity is normally specified on a 9-hour or 10-hour discharge rate;
at the higher rate proposed, the cells will be less efficient. The limits
of the terminal voltage for the plant must also be considered, and the
battery capacity should be such that these limits are not exceeded
during the discharge period. Some factor must also be used to allow
for growth in the load during the life of the battery in order that the
required capacity will be available when required.

R A D I O AND LINE TRANSMISSION B, 1968
Students were expected to answer any six questions

Q. 1. Explain what is meant by the terms
2a) negativefeedback,
b) automaticgain control (a.g.c.).
Why is negative feedback used in line amplifiers for mum-channel

telephony anda.g.c. in high-frequency radio systems?

A. 1. (a) F o r the part of this question which deals with negative
feed-back, see A. 5, Radioand LineTransmissionB, 1967,Supplement,
Vol. 61, p. 15, Apl. 1968.
(b) Automatic Gain Control

Automatic gain control (a.g.c.) should not be confused with
negative feedback. An a.g.c. circuit is included in a receiver or ampli‑
fier to maintain a reasonably constant output power despite large
changes in the input level. Unlike negative feedback, the feedback
signal in the ease of a.g.c. does n o t follow the instantaneous variations
in the output signal, but changes proportionally to the average output
power. Thus, the feedback-signal is a varying d.c., and in radio
receivers it is usually derived by rectifying the i f . output, and passing
the resulting signal through a capacitor-resistor circuit having a
sufficiently longtime-constant to pass only slowly-varyingcomponents.
This d.c. fwdbaek is then used to supplement the bias on one or more
of the preceding stages and, in order to achieve a.g.c., eachsuchstage
must be designed so that its gain varies with bias.

In a valve stage this is done by varying the pitch of the wire spiral

-50 - 2 5 - 2 0 ‐ I S ‐ I 0 ‐5
CONTROL cmo ms Vg (vows)

(a)

forming the control-grid, to produce a vari-,u input characteristic
(sketch (a)). For ‐ 1 5 volts bias the gm of the valve (and hence its u,
since u = ragm) is less than when the bias is ‐‐5 volts. Thus, if
the feedback is connected so that increases in the i.f. output level
cause the negative grid-bias to increase, any tendency for an increase
in output power is counteracted by a corresponding decrease in the
gain of the vari-u stage‐and vice versa.

Sketch (b) shows how these principles are applied to a typical
superheterodyne receiver circuit.
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(b)
In transistor circuits, control of gain with d.c. feedback is obtained

by making use of the variation in the input resistance of a junction
tranststor with bias. The input characteristic, (base-current plotted
against base-voltage), has a similar shape to the vari-u valve transfer‑
characteristic given in sketch (a). If the transistor to which a.g.c. is
applied is fed from a low-impedance source, then its input signal
current is determmed largely by the slope of its input characteristic.
Thusaas the base bias-current is varied, the load on the previous stage
is varied, and hence the gain of the previous stage changes.

High-frequency radio systems employ ionospheric propagation for
17



RADIO AND LINE TRANSMISSION B, 1968 (continued)
long distance communication. Transmissions via this medium are
subject to fading, asdescribedin A 10,Radio and Line Transmission
B, 1966, Supplement, Vol. 60, p. 6, Apl. 1967. The use of a...gc can
provide a reasonably constant receiver-output under most fading
conditions. Where deep fades are common, however, diversity
reception is necessary.

Q. 2. A zero-loss communication circuit has a uniform amplitude‑
frequency response over a bandwidth of 48 kHz (kc/s). A noise-free test
signal having 30per cent amplitude modulation is transmitted and the
output signal-to-noise ratiofound to be 60 dB.
'f Calculate the new output signal-to-noise ratiofor each of the conditions
1 .'

(a) a second identical communication circuit is connected in tandem
with the first,

(b) a 6 dB attenuator is connected at the output end of the line,
(c) the depth of modulation is changed to 60 per cent,
(d) a filter having a rectangularpassband24 kHz wide, wholly within

the circuit passband and including the test signal, is connected at the
output end,

(e) a bandstopfilter is connected between the source of the test signal
and the communication circuit to eliminate one of the side-bands of the
test signal.

A. 2. (a) Suppose that, in a communication circuit, noise is
generated, for example,by thermal agitation of electrons in a particular
resistor. Subsequent to this point, both signal and noise will be
subject to the same gains and losses, so the ratio of signal-power to
the noise-power from this resistor remains unchanged.

Since the first circuit has zero loss, the signal level at the input to
the second circuit will be equal to the level at the input to the first
circuit. Therefore, because the two circuits are identical, there will be
a corresponding resistor in the second circuit at which the signal level
will equal that at the first resistor. This second resistor, however,
will add to the signal an equal amount of noise to that already con‑
tributed by the first resistor. Considering all noise-generating sources,
it follows that, at the ou tpu t to the second circuit, the signal-power
is the same as at the first circuit output , while the noise-power has
doubled

Hence, if suffix 1denotes the original output conditions, and suffix 2
denotes the new conditions:

s s10mg10 (1722) = 101015106761) =

(b) Assuming that the attenuator itself is noise-free, then bothsignal
and noise at the circuit output are attenuated by 6 dB, so the signal‑
to-noise ratio remains unchanged.

S'. lOlogm(1Ssz) =1010gm(1‐v‐11),
= 60dB.

(c) A communication circuit m a y be assumed to produce an
intelligible output, and the description of the test signal indicates that
this circuit makes use of amplitude-modulation. The term output
thus refers to a point in the circuit after demodulation. The output
signalIStherefore a replica of the input modulating signal. Therefore,
an increase in modulation depth from 30 per cent to 60 per cent
represents a doubling of the input and output voltages. The output
noise, of course, remains unchanged.

Hence, if R0 represents the output resistance of the circuit, and V1
and V2the output voltages at the two modulation depths:

2 21010g10(i‐,22)= 1010g10(V2N‐/2&’) =1010g10(m),
=101og10 22+IOlog1o(‐‐‐VlN/R‐i’),
= 6+1010810(m),
= 6__6dB.

(11) Over a bandwidth as small as 48 kHz, the noise-power per unit
bandwidth due to thermal sources is constant. Thus the total noise‑
power N, measured in a given bandwidth B, is given by:

N = A B ,
where A is a constant.

The filter described reduces the circuit bandwidth by a factor of 2,
. B,LC. 32 = 7.
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For testing purposes the modulating signal may be assumed to be

sinusoidal (although credit would be given for another assumption if
correctly argued) and thus the filter passband wholly includes the
output signal and does not affect its power.

Hence,
s s .lOlogm (1722) = 101og10 (Wk) = 1010g10 2 + 1010g10(§‐11)

)

= 63dB.

Therefore, N2 AB2=

(e) The amplitude modulation of a carrier by a sine wave is
described in A. 9, Radio and Line Transmission B, 1966, Supplement,
Vol. 60, p. 6, Apl. 1967, where the instantaneous voltage (e) of the
modulated wave is shown to be given b y :

e = EC[sinwct + gees (we ‐ wm)t ‐ 25cos (we + camp] (1')

where EC is the amplitude of the carrier wave, K = 5‐,where Em
is the amplitude of the modulating signal, and weand com are the cor‑
responding angular frequencies.

Although there aremany varieties ofdemodulator, the basicprinciple
is always the same, in that a non-linear device'15required (even1nthe
linear-demodulator). The output‐input characteristic of any non‑
linear device may be representcd by a power series,

eout = a + be». + cein2 + den3 + .
where a, b, c, etc. are constants, and, in this case, eh. is given by
equation (i).

When equation (i1')'15expanded,a largenumber of different frequency
products appear, but only even-order terms (i.e. ce1n2, ee1,,4, e t c )
produce outputs at the modulating frequency (aim). A l l the unwanted
frequencies are then suppressed by a filter. In many demodulators
the squared te rm predominates, and for the double sideband input
the output voltage at modulation frequency is then given by
cE¢2Ksinwmt.Whenaband-stopfilter isinsertedto removeonesideband,
however, the input voltage becomesEC[sinwct_ 2Kcos(wc_+ wm)t], for

which the output voltage becomes cEc2 g‐(sin wmt. Thus the ratio of
output signal voltages before and after inserting the filter is:

L’_2_l
V , _ § '

_ . . 52‐1. the power rat1o 153,7‐4.
A very narrow filter bandwidth is all that is necessary to remove

the single frequency sideband, and furthermore, the filter may be
assumed to occur pr ior to the addition of the bulk of the noise. The
output noise is therefore virtually unaffected.

Thus, lOlog10(f‐V2;) =101og10(SJ:I‐/14) =1010g10(‘;‐11)‐1010gw4,
= 6 0 - 6 = 5 4 d B .

. 3. A class-A r. I: amplifier stage has a load circuit comprising an
inductor of 100 ,uH in parallel with a lossfree capacitor of 200p F.
The efiective Q--factor of the inductor is 56 25.

Calculate the frequency of resonance and thefrequencies of the upper
and lower 3 dB points,fl and

Three such stages are connected in tandem. If the output voltage at
resonance is 10 volts, calculate the output voltage at fl andI2.

Calculate the value of resistor that wouldhave to beconnectedin series
with the inductor to make the 3 dB bandwidth of the single stage
amplifier equal to 40 kHz (kc/s).

A. 3. F o r a high--Q parallel tuned-circuit,
resonance Ug) ’1sgiven by

fo=

the frequency of

__ Hz,
217VLC

where L and C are respectively the inductance in Henries and the
capacitance in Farads. Provided the rest of the circuit does not add
significant reactance, this is also the resonant frequency of the
amplifier as a whole.
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1

211V 100 x 10-6 x 200 x 10-12’
= 1125 MHz.

fo =

Also =[9,where B is the 3dB bandwidth of the amplifier, and Q
is substantially the same as the inductor Q-factor, assuming that the
rest of the amplifier does not load the tuned circuit significantly.

119511106
56-25

But since the amplifier frequency response is symmetrical about fo,

then f1= f o ‐ ‐, and, f. =fo + g.

.'. f1 =1~115 MHz, and, fz =1~135 MHz.
If the output voltage at resonance from three stages in tandem is

10volts, then at fo, the output voltage for the first stage is WE volts.
Now at f ; o r fz the first stage output power has fallento half its

Hence B r = 20 kHz.

_  v o l t s .value at resonance, so the output voltage has fallen to
a -‐ 3

The output voltage from stage 3, atfl orf ; , is therefore ($122) , 0
3-54 volts.

27TfoL
rFor the inductor, Q = , where r is the coil series-resistance,

_ 2TifoL
Q

Now when a resistor of value R ohms is connected in series with the
coil, a new Q-factor emerges, i.e. Q’ = all];

But Q’ is also given by g, where B’ is 40 kHz.

27TfoL 27TfoL

ohms.

. R = ‐ T “ = ‐ »Thus r + Q fo/B
= 271LB'.

'. R = 211LB’ ‐ r = 217LB’ ‐ 27731“,

= 2171.(B’ ‐ Lg),
= 211L(B’ ‐ B),
= 12-6 ohms.

Q. 4. D r a w a block diagram of a superheterodyne general purpose
communication receiver and briefly explain thefunction of each stage.

Explain theprincipaladvantages of adding an r. f. amplifier stage.

A. 4. For the answer to the first part of this question see A. 2,
fiadicioagd Line Transmission B, 1966, Supplement, Vol. 60, p. 2,

15The pr inciple advantages of add ing an r. f . ampl ifier s tage are:
( i ) As explained in the first part of the answer, the r. f . amplifier

tuned circuits are designed to reject the image channel.
(ii) The frequency-changer stage, by virtue of its construction, is

very noisy. If no r.f . amplifier were provided the signal at the
frequency-changer input would be at its lowest level, and thus the
noise level would be appreciable compared to the signal. If some
amplificationrs includedm front of the frequency-changer, however,
the signal will be stronger at the point where the worst noise is
encountered. This amplification1sprovided by the r. f. stage, which
is capable of being designed to generate much less noise than the
frequency-changer. The signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver output is
thereby greatly improved.

( i i i ) The r. f. amplifier also acts as a buffer stage to help prevent the
local-oscillator output reaching the receiver aerial, and thus being
radiated to cause interference to other sources.

Q. 5. Define the decibel.
An amplifier has input and output impedances of 75 ohms resistive.

When a potential difierence of 0 5 volts is applied across the input a
potcen;ialdiaerence of 10volts appears across the output.

0 cu ate:
(a) the voltage-gain ratio,
(b) the power-gain ratio,
(c) the gain in decibels.

If the output impedance is changed to 150 ohms resistive, the input
impedance and voltage-gain ratio being unaltered, calculate:

(i) the power-gain ratio,
(ii) the gain in decibels.

A. 5. The British Standard definition for the decibel (Term number
12021, B S . 204, 1960) is “A unit of transmission giving the ratio of
two powers. One-tenth of a Bel. The number of decibels is given by

11= 10111“,(2),
where P1and P2represent two values of power. ’

Note.‐ ‐ I f the g a i n of an amplifier, for example, is required to be
expressed in decibels, the power fed to the amplifier and the power
delivered to the loadmust beevaluated and the logarithm of the ratio
of the two multiplied by 10. The same result will no t beproduced by
evaluating twenty times the logarithm of the ratio of output and
input voltages, unless the load and i n p u t resistances are equal.

Let Po, K0,andRobe output power ( inwatts), voltage ( in volts), and
res1stance (111 ohms), respectively.
ThLetP1, V1, andR: bemput power, voltage andresistance respectively.

en:
V 0 1 0 _(a) Voltage-gain r a t i o ‐‐ 71 = W ‐‐ 20.

_ P_o= Voz/Ro(b) Power gain ra t io= P1_ V12/R1

=V(‐t ) “R‐"
75

a 202 X 7‐5,= _4_0_0

(c) The gain in decibels = 1010g10 (1,3) = 1010g10(400),
l

= 10 X 26,
= 26dB.

(1) With the output impedance changed to 150 ohms resistive, but
the voltage gain unchanged,

Power-gain ratio = (V‐0)V1

(ii) Ga inm decibels = 1010gm (P?)= 10loglo (200),
=- 10x 2-3,
==23dB.

[Note that this is n o t the same as 2010g10 ($3)].
I

. 6. Draw a block diagram showing the apparatus requiredfor a
4-channel independent sideband h.f. radio transmitter.

It is common practice to use reduced or suppressed carriers in both
I n d e p e n d e n t s i d e b a n d I t .f . r a d i o c y s t e i n e “ a n d I n " l u l u - c h a n n e l l i n e
transmission systems. Discuss the reasons for doing this in each case.

A. 6. For the answer to the first part of th1s question, see A. 1,
Radio and Line Transmission B, 1967, Supplement, Vol. 61, p. 13,
Apl . 1968. The reasons for using reduced or suppressed carriers
in independent sideband h.f. radio systems are also discussed in the
same reference.

In multichannel line transmission systems, however, the reasons are
rather different. Ideally every stage in the system should have a
completely linear transfer-function, i..e every changeIn input voltage
or current should producean exactly proportional changem output
voltage or current. Practical stages, however, will exhibit small
departures from linearity, and this'is especially true of stages handling
the largest signals (e.g. the output stages of line amplifiers), since these
have to operate over a wide range of their output characteristics.
This results in intermodulation between the various voice signals
comprising the multichannel block, which becomes intolerable for
even small non-linearities.

If the signal to be handled can be reduced to a minimum, while
still producing a useful output, the intermodulation will also be
minimized. Each carrier component contains no useful information
but contributes significantly to the loading of the amplifier, 1e. to the
total signal power. By suppressing the carriers, therefore, no useful
sigdnalas lost but the multichannel intermodulation is considerably
re uce

19
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(2. 7. Makecarefulsketches onsquaredpapershowingthe appearance
of thefollowing:

(a).An r. f. carrier, whose amplitude when unmodulatedis 1volt peak,
amplitude modulated by a l-kHz (kc/s) sinewave tone. The maximum
amplitude of the modulated envelope is 2-8 volts (peak-to-peak). Use
scales o f ] in = 0-5 ms and l in = 1 volt.

(b) The output of a double-balanced modulator. Assume that the
envelo e.of the output signal has an amplitude of 1 volt peak and theTim tlmg [frequency is 1kHz. Use scales of 1in = 0-5 [as and

n = vat .
(c) A train of rectangular pulses of width I ,us, pulse repetition

{requency 100kHzandamplitude 2 volts. Usescales of 1in = 5 us and
in = vo i.
For the waveform defined in (a), what is the depth of modulation?

_For the waveform defined in (c). sketch the amplitude-frequency
distribution of the spectrum.

A. 7. (a) The frequency of modulation, and hence of the envelope
of the modulated wave, is 1kHz.

1 1
frequency = 1,000. ' . Period of envelope = second,

= 1ms.
Sketch (a) shows the waveform.

/ b}? VAVE
-- - \/ruvrioer

l

\

\ 4
|\ ’ Ix ‘T

\

INSTANTANEOUS
AMPLITUDE

(VOLYS)

(a)
V", = 04 volts
W 10 volt ’

= 04,
= 40 per cent.

The depth of modulation =

(b) Under conditions of no modulation a double-balanced
“ h e . " P . - m » . u r o o u t p u t , t h e w r l c r w a v e b c l n s a u p p r m e e s

in the o u t p u t transformer due to cancellation of fluxes. T h e period
of the modulation is a g a i n 1ms (see sketch (b)).

I M Y A N I M L O U S
summer 0

worm
T I M E ( m s )

- I - °

(b)
(c) Pulse repetition frequency (p.r.f.) = 100kHz, or 105 Hz.

Therefore, the interval between similar points on successive pulses is
1/105seconds,or 10,us (seesketch (c)). This pulse traincanbeanalyzed
mathematically into an infinite series of sine waves of increasing

1

INSTANTANEOUS
AMPLITUDE

(VOLTS)

on s |o"|| is . _ . _ . ‘

3° 2' TIME (us)

(e)
frequency which,_if all plotted on the same voltage‐time axes and
added at each pomt in time, will be found to result in the waveform
shown in sketch _(c). The amplitude‐frequency spectrum is shown in
sketch (d), and it should be noted that the sinusoidal components
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FUNDAMENTAL ( I" NARMONIC)

HIGHER HARMONICS
(SPACED AT I00kHz INTERVALS)

AMPLITUDE
(VOLTS) 0 ' 2

D.C, o
COMPONENT

-O' I
3

FREQUENCY(M Hz)

- 0 , 2
IN PHASE NlTH
FUNDAMENTAL

IN ANTIPHASE IN PHASE NITH~
NITN FUNDAMENTAL FUNDAMENTAL

(d)
(often referred to as spectral lines) occur at frequencies which are
multiples of the pulse repetition frequency. The sme wave whose
frequency equals the p.r.f. is called the fundamental. Spectral lines of
zero amplitude occur at frequencies equal to ;, ;, ; etc., where r is
the pulse width in seconds. Between these frequencies all lines are
alternately in phase and in antiphasewith the fundamental component
at the centre of each pulse.

Q. 8. Sketch the distribution of current andvoltage alonga half-wave
dipole aerial infiee space andexplain briefly how this distribution arises.
f Zence, demonstrate that the aerial presents a low impedance to the
ee er.

A dipole aerial requires to befed with 20 kW of power to produce a
given signal strength at a particular distant point. If the addition of a
reflector makes the same field strength available with an input power of
only 11kW, what is the gain in decibels obtained by the use of the
reflector?

A. 8. Sketch (a) shows a typical open-circuited parallel-wire
transmission line and sketch (b) shows the distributions of voltage and
current maxima along this transmission line from the receiving end.
Sketch (1c) shows the vector diagrams at two points along the trans‑
r m s s t o n me.

_ _ _ _ > . _ ‘ _ °

SIGNAL
GENERATOR

v o m c t
mo

(b) cunsrtn
c u m - 4 A

< ‐ ‐ ‑
DISTANCE non

nrcrivra mwsvrirumsO)

. 1.lrE' "mil
L - _ I [ _ l . x , l

! :!
g - . _ ' - _ t

(e)

Energy sent down the line from the generator is reflected by the
open circuit, and the voltage distribution shown can be considered as
the sum of incident and reflected components (V1and V,, respectively).
The current distribution ma be similarly analyzed.

At a perfect open circuit, Vi] = IVA, and the two components add,
sodoubling the voltage. The net current at the open circuit, however,
must clearly be zero, and this results because I, is equal to It at this
point, but flows in the reverse direction.. A . . .

At a distance 2 back from the r e c e i v m g end, the vectors representing
the incident voltage and current will correspond to the instantaneous
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values transmitted aquarter period later in time than the eompgnemfi
at the open 01mm, L e . delayed by 90“ in phase. The vectors represent‑
i n g the reflected components, however, will correspond to values
transmitted earlier, ‘-.°~ advanced in phase by 90° relative to com‑
ponents at the open Circuit.

Since the transmission line is shown balanced about earth, the
voltage of one wrre 19positive With respect to earth at the open circuit,
whilst that of the other is negative with respect to earth. If the wires
comprising the line are opened o u t at the point ‐ back f r o m the
receiving end, ahalf-wave dipole aerial is formed, and the distribution
Ofvoltage relative 10earth potential is film“! in fiKflIUh (d). Ti l t
Consccwfi“ tillllelll (llfill'lbllllfln ii i l l fl shown.

‐i +x v 1reeves q‐ _;
x In

(d)
The transmission-line feeder is connected to the dipole at “X~X,”

appears to be zero ohms. A
practical dipole, however, will exhibit losses, and the actual impedance
offered to the feeder depends upon frequency, length. aerial construe‑
t i on , clement resistance, leakage to earth, etc. Because of these many
factors involved,the exact Impedance isdifiicult to predict, sothe aerial
is norma l l y adjusted experimentally to present a resistive impedance of
about 80ohms to the feeder. .

The power flux-density (P) at a pomt d metres from the dipole aerial
of gain 0, (relative to some reference, e.g. an isotropic rad ia tor ) is
given b y :

W101
477'd2

where W1is the power fed to the aerial.
P is also proportional to the square of the field strength (E) at

distance d, therefore, since E remains unchanged when the reflector is
added, P also remains constant.

Thus if W2 and G2 are the power fed to the aerial and its gain
(relative to isotropic) in the presence of the reflector,

and the impedance at this point ;

P: watts/metrez,

‐ W2G2 / 2P 4 417d2 watts,metre .

W262 = lVlGll
G2 W1and 6‐1 m ‐W‐2.

Hence. the g a i n in decibels o b t a i n e d by t h e u s e of t h e r e fl e c t o r i s :

Gain = 1010g10 (g?) = lOlogm ($),
2

0
10logic G7)

;  2 - 6 d B .

Q. 9. Draw a circuit diagram of a two-stage audio-frequency valve
amplifier operating in class-A with resistance-capacitance coupling.

Each valve has an anode a.c. resistance of 20,000 ohms and an
amplificationfactor of 100 and the anode loadresistorsare 10,000ohms.
Calculate the voltage gain of the amplifier.

If the gr id resistor of the second valve is 100,000 ohms, calculate the
value of coupling capacitor that will cause the voltagegain at 50 Hz (c/s)
to be one-half the gain at l kHz . Assume that the reactance of the
coupling capacitor at 1kHz is negligible and that the influence of other
factors on the low-frequency response is negligible.

A. 9. The circuit diagram described is shown in the sketch. In each
valve under no-signal conditions the direct anode current (Ia) flows
through the resistor of value Rk, thus developing a potentialdifference
IaRk which makes the cathode positive with respect to earth. The
control-grid is connected to earth via resistor R3, and since this
electrode does not emit electrons, grid-current cannot flow to develop
a similar voltage across R3. The grid is, therefore, virtually at earth
potential, and negative With respect to the cathode. In this way
negative-bias is applied to each valve, and the grid‐cathode bias‑
voltage (e.g. that voltage producing class-A conditions) is largely
determined by the value of Rk.

Resistor Rg also provides a leak path for the few electrons, from

cc ‐ courtmc CAPACITORS f
Cd ‐ "COUPLING CAPACITORS

the cathode, which are intercepted by the grid wires, so preventing
the rogressrve build-up of negative charge on the grid.

T e voltage g a i n (m) of each stage 15given by the expression:

flRLm = ,fa ‘l‘ RL
where ,u is the voltage amplification factor,

r“ is the anode a.c. (slope) resistance,
and RL is the net load resistance fed by the valve.

Since the resistor K; has a high value and the grid of the second
valve takes no current when negatively biased, the second stage of
the am hfier may beassumed to have negligible shunting effect on the
anode and of the first value (U1). Also, it m a y be assumed t h a t the
amplifier output also feeds a high resistance. Therefore R1, may be
taken an 10kohme for both valve stages.

If a small alternating voltage, of amplitude 11, is applied to the
amplifier input, the output of the first stage will be a voltage Of
am litude m u . This voltage is applied to the second stage input and
is t on subject to a further gain m. This produces an o u t p u t f r o m t h e
second stage of amplitude mzv.

[rRL 2
Va‘ l ' RL ’

= 100 x 10,000 2
20,000 + 10,000) ’

= (33~3)2,

= 1.1_11~

Thus, the amplifier voltage gain =

Consrder the couplingcomponents, Ccand R3,connecting the anode
of valve V1to the control-grid of the second valve V2. At 1kHz.since
the reactance of capaCltor Ccis nezlizihle. virtually the whole alterna‑
t i n g component of valve V1 anode-voltage (”a) from the first stage is
applied between the grid of valve V2 and earth. At 50 H z , however,
the reactance of capacitor Cc is sufficient to cause an appreciable
potential difference to appear across this capacitor, thus reducing the
i n p u t v o l t a g e t o v a l v e V 2 a n d t h e r e b y l o w e r i n g t h e a r n p l l fi e t g a i n .

N o t e that the intrinsic gains of the t w o stages remain unaltered,
but the interstage coupling becomes less efficient.

The voltage gain Will fall to half that at 1kHz when the alternating
p.d. across resistor R8 is half the alternating anode-voltage of the first
stage.

Let i bethe current through the series combination of C: and R3.
Let Cc be the capacitance of capacitor Ce, and R,g be the resistance

of resistor R3.
, v oThen,i = a aseries impedance of C; and Rs A; _ '_ “ 1 2’+<‐>277ch

where f is the signal frequency.
vaRfi.

X/Rgz +(trial
p.d. across resistor R, = mg =

New at 1kHz L is negligible,’277f c
therefore, iRg = ca,

but at 50Hz, i n , = ”7"

vaR _ o,‐ L ‐ ‐ _ _2__

4sz+(sf‐fey
Rearranging this equation and cancelling va gives:

1C  =  _ _  F° 2V317ng
21
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w §n50><105 ’
0-0184 nF.

Q. 10. Sketch the arrangement of a 4-tube coaxial cable for inland
use. Show typical dimensions and mention the materials used.

Why {5Fad, ml}; lappedwith sleel lap:P
A coaxial cable whose dielectric loss is negltgtale has analicllualltm

of 2-9 dgfmilfl at 05 MH; “Mtg/s},l dCézlculate the frequency at which
the loss 0 a six-mile length w i l l be

A. 10. For the answer to the first par t of this question see A. 5,Etiology] Linc Transmission B. 1966. Supplement, Vol. 60, P. 3,
p . .
Each tube is lapped with steel-tape to provide low-frequency

screen ing . This helps to prevent crosstalk between tubes up to a
frequency of about 100kHz. It is not included to give the cable
mechanical strength.

The cable attenuation (a) at high frequencies is given. by
at= K Vf dB/mile, where f is the frequency in Hz and K 15 a
constant of proportionality.

At0~5Mllz, two-s ><106 e 2 9 .
2-9

K  =  ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ - . _ _ .&/0-5 54106

At frequency f’ a loss of 54 dB for a 6-mlle length or cable represents
anattenuation (a’) of ‘l till/mils.

Therefore. at‘ : lit/7”:
. ,_ a ’ 2 _ t/o-sxlooz“ f ( r ) ‐ ( ” 2-9 ) ‘

= 4-81 X 106 Hz,
= 4-81 MHZ.

TELECOMMUNICATION PRINCIPLES C, 1968
Students were expected to answer any six questions

Q. 1. Explain briefly why power is dissipated in the dielectric of a
capacitor when it is connected across an alternating supply.

A sinusoidal voltage is yplied to a capacitor which has a small loss.
ISketch a phasor (vector) 'agram for the capaci tor voltage and current

showmg clearly the loss angle.
A sinusoidal voltage of 40 volts r.m.s., at a frequency of 1-59 kHz

(kg/”fl, is applied to a l/lFcapacitor which has a loss angle of 2 X 10‘4
r d  t a n .

Calculate:
(a) the power dissipated in the capacitor,
(b) its equivalent shunt resistance,
(0) its equivalent series resistance.

A._ 1. For the first part of the answer sec A.1. Telecommunication
Prmciples C, 1966, Supplement, Vol. 60, p. 24, AD]. 1967.

I
I
IT IL

(a)
The phasor (vector) diagram is given in sketch (a). The current

vector OI is drawn at an angle, «15, in advance of the voltage vector,
OV. The angle atis less than 90° by an angle (II,which is the loss angle.

Since the voltage applied to the capacitor is sinusoidal, the c u r r e n t
supplied will be sinusoidal. Also, the loss angle is very small, therefore,

tfi : sin ll; 2 sin (90 ‐ ¢),
‐‐ cos 45,
= power factor.

The supplycurrentl = w C V = 277 x L” x 103 x 1 x 10"‘5 x 40,
= 0-4 amps.

Power dissipated in the capacitor W a VI cos at,
L: 40 x 0-4 x 2 x 10-4,
= 3-2 mW.

If R5” is the equivalent shunt resistance, see sketch(b),
r

V c “91

(17)
V2

t n , W = » ‐ ,he Rsu
2 2

or, Rs” = V 40W = 3-2 x 10-3’
= 0-5 Mohms.

22

Let Rs be the equivalent series resistance, see sketch ( c )

c “s

x

v

(C)
then, W=12Rs,

or R _ W_ 3'27410’3
' 5‐ “12""6752’"'

=0-02 ohm.

Q. 2. Fig. l is a l t equivalent circuit for an iron-cored transformer.
Explain the significance of the components r, L ; , R, L2 and C in this

equivalent circuit.Describe-fl a n c a p e r l ’ l r l r l l t a l r u e / L a d o f ( l a t c r f n l ' n i n p the f r o c u a n c y
response of such a transformer between a resistive load. Sketch a typ ica l
response curve.

Briefly discuss thefrequency response with reference to the equivalent
circuit.

[ ‐  _  ‐ _ 1
L . | l i n I

PRIMARY
TERMINALS

SECONDARY
TERMlNALS

IDEAL
TRANSFORMER
L _I

Fig. 1

A. 2. In the given equivalent circuit,
r = the winding resistances referred to the primary,

1
:‐ RP + 172 Rs.

L1 ‐- the winding leakage inductances referred to the primary,
=Lp+ ”1st.

C = the winding capacitances referred to the primary,
: Cp + n2Cs.

. . V2 .R represents the p r i m a r y shunt resrstance such that T? gives the core
losses (due to hysteresis and eddy current losses).

- _ _ ‐ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ _ ‐ ‐ _ _ ‐ _ _ _ ,



TELECOMMUNICATION PRINCIPLES C, 1968 (continued)
L2 is the effective inductance of the primary winding with the secon‑

dary circuit open-circuited such that If gives the magnetizing
current. to 2

In one method of determining the frequency response of a trans‑
former, a low resistance R1, is connected across the primary winding
of the transformer and a variable-frequency sinusoidal-source is
connected in series with an ammeter and variable resistance r l , across
the transformer as in sketch (a).

I TMNSFORMER

The input voltage VP = IR1.
The load resistance, R1, is connected across the secondary winding

and a valve voltmeter is connected across it to obtain voltage V5.
Voltages Vp and Vs are measured at various frequencies, with the
current I being maintained approximately uniform by varying r l .

The ratio 55 at various frequencies is plotted against frequency,
see sketch (b).

o
L. L Fateurncr (Hz)
e r  c h

(b)
The primary circuit of the loaded transformer can be represented

as in sketch (c). At very low frequencies the p r i m a r y circuit approxi‑
r U

PRIMARY
TERMINALS

(e)
. V Vs.mates to sketch (d) so thatithe rat io of l7Pand,therefore, 7/7, is small.

(d)
At the resonant frequency of C and L2,

1
f o ‐ 277 V a ;

and the primary circuit can be represented as in sketch (e). 25 should
be very much greater than woLl, and hence g; ‐> n.

At very high frequencies the primary circuit approximates to. . V.sketch ( f ) . Again the ratio 7p and,therefore, fig 15very small.

V,

( f )

Q. 3. State The'vénin’s theorem.fgedufe the The’vénin equivalent circuit for terminals AB in the circuit
a 1g. .

Hence calculate the magnitude of the current flowing in an impedance
(200 ‐ j100) ohm when it is connectedacross AB.

What impedance will take maximum power from terminals AB and
what will be the value of thispower?

-,~ zoo owns300 OHMS

Fig. 2

A. 3. The’vénin’s Theorem The current in a load impedance con‑
nected across two terminals, AB, of a network of impedances and
generators, is the same as if this lead were connected across a simple
constant-voltage generator whose e.m.f. is the open-circuit voltage
measured across A B , and whose internal impedance is the impedance
of the network looking back into the terminals AB, with all generators
replaced by impedances equal to their internal impedances. The
voltage across the terminals AB when they are open circuited is:

600M 9 ‐‐ 6 VOltS.

The impedance measured across the terminals AB when the
generator 18replaced by a short circuit is:

300 x 600 . .‐‐‐-300+600 ‐_]200 ‐ (200 ‐_|200) ohms.
Thus, the Thévenin equivalent circuit for the terminals AB of the

given network comprises a generator having an e.m.f. of 6 volts and
an internal impedance of 200 ‐ j 200 ohms.

When an impedance of (200 ‐ 1 100) ohms is connected across
AB, the current supplied from the network is:

6 6
200 ‐ j 100+200 ‐ j 200_400~ j300 '

. _£ _.. |1| ‐500‐12mA.
An impedance of (200 + j 200) ohms will take maximum power from
the network since the circuit will then be non-reactive. For this con‑
dition, maximum power is delivered to the load when its resistance is
equal to the internal resistance of the equivalent generator.

The maximum power will be
66VI‐EXm‐45mw.
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TELECOMMUNICATION PRINCIPLES C, 1968 (continued)
Q. 4. A 3-winding transformer bridge is set upasshown in Fig. 3.

A 1,500-pFcapacitor in parallel with a l-kohm resistor is connected
across X Y. Calculate the values of C1 and RI for no output at the
detector when the secondary winding AB has

(a) the same number of turns as winding BC,
(b) ten times the number of turns as winding EC.
Show how the bridge circuit of Fig. 3shouldbemodified, without using

additional components, to measure an inductive admittance connected
across X Y. Explain why the balance condition would then befrequency
dependent, even when the unknown admittance has a constant shunt
inductance.

SOURCE

i i where l and r are the inductance and resistance of the inductive
admittance. '

T h u s , i j 1 r R 1 ‐ - w21C1R1 = r + n o ] - ‐ ( o l e l r .
Comparing imaginary parts gives

wCerl : col,
or, 1: CerI. ...... ( l )

DETECTORCl

7 Comparing real parts gives
(021C1R1 : w2lC1r ._ r.Fig. 3

. 1
A . 4 . (a) C = 1 , 5 0 0 p F R ‐= lkohms. - - ’(1‐ 072761)"' R1‑

(b) Since the C1,R1, combination will have ten times the voltage
across the given capacitor and resistance in parallel, its impedance from equation (1)’
must be ten times that of the impedance across X Y. I = C1R2

cl = 150 pF, and R1= 10kohms. 1 _ L’
The bridgecircuit should bemodified asshown in the sketch, in order w21C1
to measure inductive admittances. 1 2

Assuming windings AB and BC have the same number of turns, the ' I _ 20751 = CIR ’
balance condition is l 1

____ jwlr , o r , l = C1Ra(1+ ‐ ) .
R1‘ i j 1 r + ja i l I wzciRi

= r +50)! ‐ 602ml". If I is constant, both C1 and R1 must be varied as w is varied,
i j i r ‐ w21C1 i.e. the balance is frequency dependent.
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